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2 Executive summary
The main purpose of the EMOTE project is to design, develop and evaluate a new
generation of artificial embodied tutors with perceptive capabilities to engage in empathic
interactions with learners in a shared physical space. The overall objective of Work Package
(WP) 2 is to perform User-Centered Design (UCD) activities in order to develop the learning
scenarios for EMOTE. In this document, we provide a description of the work done in WP2
during the second year within the EMOTE project.
During this year, the activities focused on performing studies and analysing collected
data in order to develop pedagogical strategies and outline how these pedagogical
interventions can be incorporated into the robotic tutor, and how the learner’s model and
perceived affective state drives the personalization of the behaviour of the tutor, by adapting
such behaviour to the student’s needs. The Deliverable is organised as follows:
Learning goals
In order to develop a tutor rather than just a game peer or a companion, different

learning goals were established and are presented in Section 4. Different learning goals are
established for the individual scenario (scenario 1) and the collaborative scenario (scenario 2)
of EMOTE.
Design of pedagogical tactics for the empathic robotic tutor
Inspired by studies and by the literature review a list of pedagogical tactics that the tutor
can use was developed and is presented in Section 5. These tactics are grounded in
educational and psychological theories, and strongly influenced and adapted based on the
user-studies that have been performed with students and teachers since the beginning of the
project (for studies details see D2.1). This list presents individual high-level intentiondirected actions that the tutor may select to perform.
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Supportive studies
We describe two Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) studies and the first autonomous study in Section
6. The WoZ studies were performed to test the defined pedagogical strategies for both
scenarios and collect data to be used to train student simulations.
Pedagogical adaptation and integration
The learner model is composed of several dimensions that are built throughout the
interaction both by the students’ actions in the learning activity, and also from their perceived
affective state. We outline and describe these dimensions in Section 7 as skills, abilities,
difficulties, affect, engagement, enjoyment, concentration, attention, and how these all affect
the pedagogical strategies.
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Introduction
WP2 meets the following objectives:


Design the interaction between the student and the multi-touch table, the context
of the learning platform and the learning approach to adapt to the different tutor’s
embodiment and interaction modalities based on students and teachers’ input;



Perform Wizard-of-Oz studies to inform the design of tutor prototypes;



Create learning scenarios grounded in educational theory that connect with the
experiences of the target user group;



Design personalised pedagogical strategies grounded in educational and
psychological theories to model and influence learning.

Also, WP2 is organised in three main tasks. The first two define and design the learning
technology (Task 2.1); the second to address the design of learning scenarios (Task 2.2);
finally the third to investigate approaches for personalized pedagogical interventions that
adapt to an individual student’s needs (Task 2.3). The first two tasks were successfully
completed and are reported in Deliverable 2.1.
Task 2.3 aims at designing pedagogical strategies grounded in educational and
psychological theories to model and influence learning. Specifically, Task 2.3 objectives are:


Design of pedagogical strategies that adapt to the learner’s skills, abilities and
difficulties and affect-related states;



Investigation of approaches that structure instruction to match a learner’s zone of
proximal development;



Provide guidelines on how to implement personalized pedagogical strategies that
respond to each specific learner’s needs.
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Learning goals
The EMOTE project links to aspects of the geography curriculum. To create a

stimulating and challenging environment for the learning process (Savery, & Duffy, 2001),
two different geography scenarios were created relating to a) map-reading skills and b)
sustainable development understanding (for EMOTE scenarios see D2.1). In order to evaluate
learning effects, specific learning criteria were considered (see D7.1). The learning goals for
each of EMOTE’s learning scenarios are presented in the following two sub-sections.
4.1

Learning goals for the individual learning scenario – Scenario 1
The individual EMOTE scenario concerns a map-reading activity that aims to test and

improve map-reading skills (see Figure 4.1). The EMOTE learning environment for children
to learn the essential map reading skills involves the NAO robot and a child playing a
treasure hunt game using a local map. This individual learning scenario focuses on the
following learning goals:
1. Compass directions: cardinal, intercardinal and secondary intercardinal directions;
2. Scales: from map to real size and vice versa;
3. Map symbols: hospital, church, town hall etc.;
4. Map legends: woods, water, open terrain, etc.;
The combination of these elements is necessary for children to be able to interpret and
use maps in their daily life. The ultimate learning goal of the map-reading activity is thus for
children to be able to combine different elements to identify places on given maps.
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Figure 4.1. Screenshot of the map activity for the individual scenario 1.

4.2

Learning goals for the collaborative learning scenario – Scenario 2
The collaborative EMOTE scenario is a collaborative game targeting issues of

sustainable energy consumption. It is based on the existing single-player game Enercities1
(see Figure 4.2), which has been adapted for multiple players. The aim of EMOTE is to
develop a system that can be integrated in the school curriculum where two children and a
robot will be working together in sustainable learning. When learning about sustainability,
children are required to deal with complexity, uncertainty, risk and necessity. Through the
UCD studies detailed in D2.1, it became clear that teaching the topic required more than
score maximization. According to Fior, Nugent, Beran, Ramirez-Serrano, and Kuzyk (2010),
sustainable development education should not primarily be concerned with changing
attitudes, rather “environmental learning in the presence of complexity, uncertainty, risk and
necessity [they argue] must be accepting of multiple perspectives supportive of meta-learning
across perspectives, and detached from the making of decisions in its (and learners’) own
immediate contexts” (p. 86). Thus, instead of changing attitudes and behaviour, the system
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should help make children aware of different perspectives and the ever-present trade-offs.
Furthermore, according to Antle, Warren, May, Fan, and Wise (2014), sustainability curricula
for elementary schools “often focus on key concepts such as balancing conservation and
consumption” (p. 37) while ignoring the important role that children’s values have in that
learning. They argue that sustainability education for elementary school-aged children should
be modelled according to the Emergent Dialogue model, especially in the area of digital
media games. The core idea of the Emergent Dialogue model is that children should be
invited to participate in personally meaningful dialogues during game play.

Figure 4.2. EMOTE scenario 2: Enercities game.

With this in mind, the first version of the multi-player Enercities game was adapted:
The two children and NAO, the robotic tutor, will create a city for a large number of
inhabitants in any way that they like, meaning that they are free to decide what to build, what
policies to use etc. The only restriction is that they must accommodate the growing number of
1

Enercities: http://www.enercities.eu/
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inhabitants. Whenever it becomes impossible to build any new houses before reaching the
maximum number of inhabitants the game is lost. Otherwise, there is no winning state and
children can stop playing when they are satisfied with their city. In order to make decisions
about what to build the players need information about relative costs, impact on the
environment, and impact on well-being. This is the factual information provided by the game.
In order to support the awareness of trade-offs and multiple perspectives there are
three turns that are played together by all players. In each turn the players decide which move
to make together. The buttons to physically perform the move are located at different sides of
the table, allowing the players to take care of performing different actions. Since each
decision can have both positive and negative effects, the children are made aware of the
trade-offs and the impossibility of creating a perfect city without any sacrifices. The most
important role for the robot is to raise awareness of personal values. The robot does this by
setting a good example, explaining why it thinks a certain move should be made based on its
personal value. The robot’s personal value is to achieve balanced development. No personal
values are wrong or right and the children are not expected to adopt the robot’s personal
values. It is simply a mean to open up the discussion about personal values as an important
part of the learning process.
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Design of pedagogical tactics for the empathic robotic tutor
Using the experience of the UCD studies (for UCD studies see D2.1) with a

comprehensive review of the literature regarding tactics used by teachers during learning
activities, a list of pedagogical tactics was generated. These tactics represent an extensive list
of behaviours that the robotic tutor can use to interact with and drive students in their learning
process.
Pedagogical tactics that will integrate the robotic tutor behaviour can be divided in
two clusters that serve different learning purposes: a cluster that targets the tactics that are
generated by the tutor with the purpose of prompting reflection or eliciting information from
the learner, and a cluster that targets tactics that supply content to the learner.
The different pedagogical tactics are defined and exemplified in the two tables below.
Due to space constrains, the presented examples can be can be either common for both
scenarios (see Prompt-help-seeking tactic) or specific for EMOTE Scenario 1 (see Pump
tactic). The full list of utterances with pedagogical tactics for both scenarios is presented in
Appendix 1.
Eliciting content from learners
Pedagogical
Tactic

Definition

Example

Reference

Anything else? Uh
huh?

Pump

The tutor pumps the student for more
information during the early stages of
answering a particular question or
solving a problem. The pumping tactic
serves the functions of exposing
knowledge of the student and of
encouraging students to construct
content by themselves.

So what could that
mean?
So, which
direction is WestNorth-West?

Graesser, WiemerHastings, WiemerHastings, and
Kreuz (1999)

Is there a tool that
you can use to
measure the
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distance?

Requestion

Request
confirmation

Prompt
help-seeking

Prompt
help-seeking
avoidance

Focus
attention

The tutor re-asks the original main
question when the thread of the tutorial
dialogue is moving off course or on a
tangent. These are usually phrased
differently to the original. One
suggestion is to have 2 options, i.e., a
short and long version of the requestion
tactic, depending on the level of the
student. It is important to avoid
redundancy with more advanced
students.

This tactic is used to check if the student
is happy with their answer.

Prompt for help-seeking is to ask when
the student may need help to learn more
effectively or just to complete the task.
As students are in a non-standard setting
without a teacher and with a robot, they
can feel constraint with regards asking
for help. Prompting help-seeking in the
student serves for the purposes to meet
this need.
Sometimes students avoid the helpseeking behaviour and try a step where
they ask for a hint or search for more
information, because they want to
discover the task on their own.
Prompting the student's need regarding
the help-seeking avoidance behaviour is
a way for the robotic tutor to express its
understanding more clearly about the
student's decision on the task.
This serves the function of making sure
the student has explored all the options
before giving up or asking help. This is a
good way of making students check their
answers.

Original: Go
North 500 meters.
Requestion: So,
we were going
North, and we
were supposed to
continue walking
for 500 meters.
Is this your final
answer?
Have you decided
on that answer?

Would you like my
help?
Is there anything I
can do?

Should I give you
some time?
I can be quiet and
let you figure this
out by yourself if
you’d like.
I suggest you
check the question
again.
Try measuring
again.
How about
checking the

This tactic was
introduced
considering the
UCD studies for
the learning
environment.

Roll, Aleven,
McLaren, and
Koedinger (2011)

Roll, Baker,
Aleven, McLaren,
and Koedinger
(2005)

This tactic was
introduced
considering the
UCD studies for
the learning
environment.
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compass again?

Supply content to learners
Pedagogical
Tactic

Elaborate

Splice

Summarise

Key-words
and
key-concepts

Hint

Definition
This is an assertion by the tutor that fills
in missing information that the tutor
regards as important, but otherwise
might be missed by the student. In
essence, information is simply
transmitted from the tutor to the learner,
as opposed to having the learner
generate the information.
The tutor jumps in and splices correct
information as soon as the student
produces a contribution that is
obviously error-riden. The tutor needs
to be able to recognise errors, bugs, and
splices in order to do this. Deep
misconceptions in the student are more
difficult to detect and are not handled
by splicing.
A summary can be a recap of an answer
to a question or solution to a problem.
This summary serves the function of
succinctly codifying a lengthy, multiturn, collaborative exchange when a
question is answered or problem is
solved. Also, the tutor can encourage
the student to construct the summary
instead of supplying one
Repetition of instruction or
verbalisation of key-elements and
observations related to the task. Keywords are basically short verbal cues or
concise phrases, often consisting of just
one or two important phrases or words
that convey the critical elements of the
movement to the student
When the student is having problems
answering a question or solving a
problem, the tutor gives hints by
presenting a fact, asking a leading
question, or reframing the problem.

Example

Reference

Northeast, 45º,
halfway between North
and East, is the
opposite of Southwest.

Ok, so you went North,
but we are going
South.
No, that is a museum,
but the information
centre is right there.

Graesser,
WiemerHastings,
WiemerHastings, and
Kreuz (1999)

So basically we know
that West-North-West
is in that direction
now, and you have
figured out how to
measure 50 meters.

Northwest…
50 meters…

It is more towards the
Northwest…
That’s a bit too far…

Parson (1998);
Anghileri
(2006)

Graesser,
WiemerHastings,
WiemerHastings, and
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Connect

Rebound

Guidance

Neutral
Feedback

Positive
Feedback

Very
Positive
Feedback
Almost
Feedback

Hints are frequently indirect speech
Perhaps you can use a
Kreuz (1999).
acts, so they run the risk of being
tool to figure that out…
missed by an insensitive student
Connecting is a verbal cue connecting
This tactic was
what has been done to something new.
introduced
It can be viewed as a type of transfer
considering the
So, the next step is…
learning in the sense that something that
UCD studies for
the student already knows is linked to
the learning
something that they need to figure out.
environment.
This tactic was
Ok, so if we go back to
introduced
If a student has made one or several
the original problem… considering the
mistakes, a rebound serves the function
UCD studies for
of connecting information.
Let’s try again.
the learning
environment.
How about we target
one of these things
first?
Verenikina
Providing guidance to the learner by
(2003);
breaking the task into smaller pieces,
I guess you begin by
Verenikina
targeting common difficulties.
looking at the direction,
(2008)
so which direction do
you need to go?
Neutral feedback served as backchannel
communication, i.e., as a listenerMhm.
responsive behaviour. Backchannels are
the brief verbal responses that a listener
Uh huh.
Demo (2001)
uses while another individual is talking,
such as "mm-hmm", "ok", "yeah", and
Ok.
"wow". Listener response can also be
non-verbal, for instance, head nods.
Positive feedback helps the tutor to
Correct.
Deci, Vallerand,
communicate a goal. Also, it can
Pelletier, and
increase the likelihood that students will
Yes.
Ryan (1991);
return to or persist in an activity and
Hattie, and
self-report higher interest in the activity.
Good.
Timperley
Positive feedback is also a support of
(2007); Jackson
competence that enhances motivation.
Well done.
(2008)
Very positive feedback is a more
intense variation of positive feedback.
This distinction is important to make
Wow! Way to go!
when providing feedback regarding a
more challenging task step.
The almost feedback relates to the selfThat was almost
Hattie, and
regulation level feedback. It serves to
correct.
Timperley
monitor, direct, and regulate the
(2007)
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student's actions.

Unable
Feedback

Negative
Feedback

You see: you figured out
the direction, but you
went the wrong
distance.

This type of feedback serves for the
Sorry, I can’t actually
purposes that we have a robotic tutor
answer that question.
with limited capabilities. Thereafter,
when the robotic tutor is unable to
I can’t help you with
answer to the student, it "feeds backs"
that, I’m afraid.
the student with that information.
When a student is committed to a
goal/task, he is more likely to learn as a
function of positive feedback, but when
he undertakes a task that he is not
committed to (and hence have to do), he
is more likely to learn as a function of
Deci, Vallerand,
That solution is
negative feedback (he needs to be
Pelletier, and
incorrect, unfortunately.
driven, in the older motivation
Ryan, (1991);
terminology). It is likely, however, that
Hattie, and
No.
this effect is short lived in that it may
Timperley
lead to future task avoidance behaviour.
(2007); Jackson
Not really…
Negative feedback can also have the
(2008)
effect of decreased motivation by the
perceived level of competence that it
reflects. Due to the presented reasons,
negative feedback was only used in
extreme learning circumstances.

In addition to the pedagogical tactics, the tutor may also perform other interactions of
a more social nature. The social interactions that can co-exist during the interactions more
directed to learning purposes, can be the following:

Social tactics

Definition

Greeting

The robot introduces and finalises the
learning interaction.

Smalltalk

Smalltalk refers to the social presence
construct as an element of the
educational experience. It specifically
addresses the communication
behaviours that enhance closeness

Example
Hello! Today, we are
going to do a task
together…
Have you ever seen
this lake in real life? It
looks nice…
Do you like doing

Reference

Rourke,
Anderson, and
Archer (2007)
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between teacher and student during
learning. This tactic can also be used to
trigger a socio-emotional response in
the student, i.e., if the robot is worried
about how the student is feeling, this
can be addressed by posing a question
and looking for affective responses.
Can include humour.

this?
How are you feeling?

Give me a moment…

Stall

Stalling is the verbalisation requested
by the robotic tutor regarding the need
for more time to think.

Emotionally
expressive
behaviour

E.g., being pleased. It indicates that the
robot is enjoying the activity or is
enjoying to be working with the
student, thus serving the function of
forming a social connection.

I am having so much
fun.

Technical
support

Technical instructions and support for
working on the environment.

Try to double click on
the table interface.

Let me think about
this.
I am really enjoying
working with you.

Reingold,
Rimor, and
Kalay (2008)

In order to create the robot verbal behaviours according to the gathered pedagogical
tactics, these were adapted to each specific scenario of EMOTE. This means that a specific
tactic (e.g., Elaboration) serves the same educational purposes (e.g., to fill in missing
information that the tutor regards as important, but otherwise might be missed by the
student), but is adapted according to the learning scenario. Taking Elaboration tactic as an
example and looking at the individual scenario related to map-reading, we could have an
elaboration of this type:
“Northeast, 45°, halfway between north and east, is the opposite
of southwest.”

While in the collaborative scenario that concerns sustainable development, the
elaboration can be of this type:
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“In my opinion, a city is sustainable when the city indicators
are balanced.”

A full range of pedagogical tactics were developed for each learning scenario. This way,
each scenario comprises a large collection of utterances that are the actual behaviour of the
tutor (for more details see Section 7.3 and for the full list of utterances see Appendix 1).
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Supportive studies
A set of studies was performed with the two EMOTE scenarios in order to inform the

further development of the robotic tutor, in particular in what concerns the pedagogical
tactics and the learner module.
The table below summarises the performed studies:

Study name
Robotic tutor in an
individual learning
scenario:
Multimodal data
collection
Scenario 1
Science talk in a
collaborative
learning
environment
Scenario 2

Evaluating the
collaborative
model for
interaction of an
autonomous
robotic tutor
Scenario 2
Evaluating the
robotic tutor
interactive
capabilities in a
collaborative
learning scenario
Scenario 2

Section

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

Study
N.

3

4

1

2

Goal
A WoZ study with scenario 1
was performed to collect
multimodal data from school
pupils interacting with the
robotic tutor.
This study aimed to understand
how science talk emerges in a
collaborative learning
environment (scenario 2), and
the focus of this experiment
will be on the study of science
talk in topics related with
sustainability.
The goal was to begin to
understand how to enhance the
quality of the interaction
between participants, through
the evaluation of the
collaborative model developed
for an autonomous robotic
tutor.
The aim of this study was to
evaluate the robotic tutor
capabilities in EMOTE
scenario 2, comparing the real
capabilities that the robot can
have, with the capabilities that
a human has. To test this, a
WoZ study was performed.

Key Findings
The WoZ study provided
a large amount of data
that will be further
analysed in Deliverable
4.2.

Science talk differs with
the presence of a teacher
in a collaborative learning
environment about
sustainability.

Participants perceived the
robotic tutor as less
intelligent, but more
assistive when the robot
collaborated, comparing
with respect with the noncollaborative interaction.
Students considered the
real perceptive
capabilities that the
robotic tutor have as
enough to sustain a
learning interaction.
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6.1

Study 1 – Robotic tutor in an individual learning scenario: Multimodal data
collection

Study goal
In order to build an intelligent artificial tutor with affective capabilities, an
appropriate computational model needs to be developed and properly trained to automatically
recognize and classify the emotional state of the user (i.e., here we focus on user engagement).
For this reason, a WoZ study was performed to collect multimodal data from school pupils
interacting with the robotic tutor.
Participants
This study was performed with 20 children ages 11 to 12 (10 female).
Educational application
For this study, the educational environment was EMOTE scenario 1 presented on the
Multitaction table in a web-browser. For this particular study, scenario 1 comprised a fixed
map-trail where the user moved from map symbol to map symbol based on particular
instructions or directions. These directions comprised three parts: (1) direction (compass), (2)
distance (measuring tool/scale), and (3) map symbols (map key), where the instructions were
formulated as e.g.:
“Go northwest for 300 meters until you reach a Nature Reserve.”

Thus, the student had to combine these different parts using the tools in order to figure
out the correct answer. The backstory chosen for this task was that the student acted as a town
planner in charge of placing a statue in a particular location on a planned art trail in the city
of Bristol, UK. The main goal of the application was to travel to different locations based on
the directions as exemplified above, where in certain locations, the user found a clue or piece
of information providing hints as to the final location for the statue. Once the student had
19

found three different clues, they were directed to an object placement task, where, if
combined correctly, the clues disclosed a particular location. They were then instructed to
drag and drop the statue image on top of the correct location.
Procedure
The WoZ study was conducted in a classroom in the Arthur Terry School, a
secondary school in Birmingham, United Kingdom. Hardware for both the wizard and the
touch screen were set up in the same room. The touch screen and the related hardware were
placed in one side of the room and we used some tall dividers in order to separate the room
into two sections. The wizard was seated in the other corner of the room hidden behind the
dividers and the monitors.
Before each session, the participant was instructed to fill a short questionnaire while
we put a QSensor on their wrist in order to warm up and provide accurate readings. After the
questionnaire, the participant was walked to the touch screen and was given instructions
about the task. The wizard started the study and controlled the task progression throughout
the session providing help when needed via the robot. During each session, we manually
captured three videos via digital camcorders. Two camcorders were placed around the touch
table to record participants’ interactions and the running task and the third was placed behind
the wizard in order to capture the control panel screen along with the wizard’s comments.
Additionally, we positioned three web cameras around the touch screen in order to provide
the wizard a clear picture of the task and the participants interacting with it. The duration of
each session varied between 10 and 20 minutes as the wizard controlled the steps and the
progression. At the end of each session, the participant was instructed to fill another
questionnaire about the task.
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Measures
Simultaneous video feeds from the cameras, the Qsensor, live OKAO and the Kinect
sensor were recorded during the tutor-learner interaction. The interaction between the tutor
and the learner in terms of tutor dialogue actions, utterances and learner responses in terms of
button presses were also logged. Additionally, a number of questionnaires were given to the
students immediately after the study. The first questionnaire examined task and social
engagement where task engagement is related specifically to how engaging a task is
perceived to be, both affectively and cognitively and social engagement refers to how
individuals interact with others socially, the level to which we want to participate in
collective activities and how we form and maintain social relationships and connections with
others. The second questionnaire was used to examine and understand levels of empathy in
students while the last explored the topic of attachment by creating questions to examine
socio-emotional bonding.
Results
The WoZ study produced a large amount of data, which is still being analysed by the
UoB team. For some initial questionnaire results, see Appendix 2.
Summary of the findings
A WoZ experiment was conducted with early secondary students in order to collect
learner-tutor interactions (video recordings of students’ behavioural expressions and
synchronised contextual information) in the Scenario 1 developed in WP2. The WoZ study
provided us with a large amount of data that will be further analysed in Deliverable 4.2.
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6.2

Study 2: Science talk in a collaborative learning environment

Study Goal
In order to understand the role of a teacher in the scenario 2 (and thus the role of our
artificial tutor) we analysed the science talk that emerges during a collaborative serious game
in scenario 2. Two study conditions were created. In one condition a geography teacher plays
Enercities with two learners (see Figure 6.1a); in another condition three learners play
together the same game, without the presence of a teacher (see Figure 6.1b).

Figure 6.1

a) Teacher Condition

b) Condition without the Teacher

This study was focused not only in the teacher science talk, but also in how the
learners science talk change whether the presence (or absence) of a teacher. That is, how a
tutor’s presence may influence the way learners direct the learning dialogue in the created
scenario. In this sense, different hypotheses were formulated: (1) we hypothesized that the
amount of science talk that emerged during the collaborative learning would be higher when
the teacher is present; and (2) we also hypothesized that the type of science talk that teacher
and learners use during the process of learning would be different. Finally, the third (3) study
hypothesis regards the presence of the teacher in the learning environment as an entity that
fosters learner’s science talk as a result. Also, this study aimed at providing guidelines about
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desirable environments to foster sustainable development learning in a collaborative game
and on the development of behaviours for a robotic tutor in classroom environments.
Methods
The experiment setup for eliciting and studying how learners and teachers interact
when collaborating in a game environment occurred in a school setting context.
Study Sample
The participants were 31 learners aged between 13 and 15 years old (M=14.0,
SD=.97) and one geography teacher. Participants signed a consent form for the experiment
and their participation was voluntary. Participants were grouped into two different ways
according to the study conditions. So, 11 sessions were considered for analysis (5 sessions of
two learners and one teacher, and 7 sessions of three learners were constituted – one session
was removed due to technical issues). The EMOTE scenario 2 served as the computer
supported collaborative learning (CSCL).
Conclusion
This study showed that science talk is different in a environment where a teacher
plays a serious collaborative game with learners, when comparing with the same environment
with only learners (study results are detailed in Appendix 3). The study results also showed
that in the condition where the teacher was present, the amount of science talk interactions
was higher, which corroborates the first study hypothesis.
The second study hypothesis concerned differences in science talk comparing
teacher’s and learners’ interaction’s. Results showed that the teacher more often evaluated
learners’ performance in the game, providing more highlights and references, more game
concepts or key-words related with the game play and more game rules. Also the teacher
seeked confirmation from learners regarding a game move in order to maintain the
collaboration between the game participants, more often than when there were only learners.
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The presented results confirmed our second hypothesis and went in line with literature (e.g.,
Duschl & Osborne, 2002).
Also, the science talk dialogue across the two study conditions was analysed and the
conclusion was that “Game rules” and “Hints” were more used when the teacher was present
(by both teacher and learners), when comparing with the learning environment only with
learners. So, participants exchanged more information about instructions regarding the rules
of the game, and provided more game warnings and awareness regarding different aspects of
sustainability when the teacher was present. These results suggest that the presence of the
teacher in a collaborative game like this, fosters formal understanding about the task, and
encourages interactions concerning crucial changing moments in the learning process about
sustainability. The presented findings confirmed our third study hypothesis and are in line
with literature, where the teacher plays the role of a guide, helping learners to learn the task
and having an impact on their learning process (Vlachopoulos & Cowan, 2010).
Results regarding differences in learners’ science talk in both study conditions were
also analysed, showing that when learners play the collaborative game without the presence
of the teacher, they tended to seek more help from each other regarding sustainability
concepts in the game. They also developed more collaborative strategies, possibly to attain to
higher levels in the game, without exploring all the sustainable options. The fact that learners
achieved higher game levels without the presence of the teacher supports this finding. Thus,
when playing with the teacher, learners are guided and fostered to explore the maximum
aspects regarding sustainability through game play. So, the presence of the teacher seems to
strength the learning goals, guiding learners in the exploratory process of learning about
sustainability, empathizing the importance of perspective taking, and also leaving space for
learners to make their own decisions based on their personal values about how to create a
sustainable city (Fior, et al., 2010; Antle, et al., 2014).
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The aforementioned results sustain that teachers’ presence in a collaborative serious
game about sustainable development, helps learners to create a shared meaning about the
curricula (e.g., Mercer, 1996a), enabling them to have a solid knowledge of what the game
rules are which in turn allows learners to understand curriculum concepts through exploration,
promoting a solid ground for curriculum learning (e.g., Lemke, 1990). Also, by providing
key-concepts, the teacher is able to guide learners, directing them towards important
sustainable topics (Meyer & Turner, 2002). The evaluation performed by the teacher
promotes motivation and assures learners to be in the correct path for learning, which is
important in knowledge transmission to further achieve autonomy (Meyer & Turner, 2002).
Summary of the findings
Overall, this study shows that the presence of the teacher in a collaborative
multiplayer serious game about sustainable development fosters exploratory learning through
the use of science talk in learners. Learners interactions become different depending on the
presence of a teacher, which indicates that the role of a teacher is essential during the learning
process phase of teaching structural knowledge (e.g., Game rules) and awareness for essential
aspects of a learning topic (e.g., Hints). These results bring important implications when
accommodating our robotic tutors in the learning environments. Specifically, it highlights
important contexts for the implementation of agents with a tutor role in CSCL environments
for sustainable learning. Nonetheless, having small groups of learners collaborating in a
learning process is still a desirable environment to enable them to explore different strategies
to further progress in constructive learning by themselves.
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6.3

Study 3: Evaluating the collaborative model for interaction of an autonomous
robotic tutor
This study focused on the collaborative learning between the NAO robot and learners

during the Enercities game play. The goal was to evaluate an initial collaborative model
captured from data in order to understand how to enhance the quality of the interaction
between all game participants. The collaborative interaction skills for the robot were
developed according to the previous UCD studies interactions (D2.1), where the verbalised
strategy of each player was analysed and processed. Thereafter, the strategy followed by the
robot was based on the analysis of the best strategy that each player considered for each game
state (even if it is not the player’s turn to play). This means that players had specific roles in
the game, so this interaction was based on the initial game concept (for more details
regarding the collaborative scenario learning goals, see Section 4.2 of this Deliverable).
An initial model to support the selection of a collaborative game strategy by the NAO
robot was designed as illustrated in Figure 6.2. The idea behind this model is that the game
moves should not be selected by a typical game AI, but instead, the game AI should generate
several possible moves for different possible strategies, and then a “collaborative strategy”
selector should choose the best strategy to follow depending on the current game state. This
selection mechanism is based on the previous UCD, so that it can follow more on what actual
human players choose, and not what a merely logical AI would choose. In each turn, a game
strategy is selected based on the current state of the game. The four possible strategies
considered were to maximize the environment, economy, wellbeing, or global score. The
selection mechanism was trained with data from the preliminary study, consisting of the
strategy that each human player had chosen, given that game state. Thus, the selected game
move is chosen in order to maximize the selected strategy based on the current game state.
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The mechanism can therefore also be used to select and generate game move suggestions to
other players when it is not NAO’s turn to play
This first approach enabled us to test our ideas and set-up before going into a larger
study. One of the outcomes of this study was the redesign of the Enercities scenario as we
have presented in Section 4.2. As such, this section presents a study that was conducted using
the initial multiplayer version of Enercities, before making the changes that are reported in
this current document.
Study goal
The aim of this experiment was to evaluate if a “learned” approach with collaborative
actors in the EMOTE scenario 2, focusing between learners and the robotic tutor, is a usable
approach.

Figure 6.2. Model of the system used in the first approach study.

Participants
Given that the goal was to test if the approach was appropriate, we decided to conduct
a pilot experiment with university students rather than younger learners. Thus, a total of 32
participants (15 female) with ages ranging from 18-28 years old, participated in the study.
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The experience took place at INESC-ID Lab, and university students volunteered for this
experiment. At the end, a movie ticket was offered to each participant.
As said before, the sample age is not within the EMOTE target group (for more details see
D2.1), given that this study aimed only to test if this model of autonomous collaboration was
appropriate.
Procedure
Each session lasted around 40 minutes and in the beginning all the participants had to
read and sign a consent form, which allowed them to participate in the study. The study
followed a between-group design study and two conditions were created with eight sessions
each: In Condition 1 (C1) NAO robot chooses a collaborative strategy, while in Condition 2
(C2) NAO selected the strategy that best improves its own score (well-being). In both
conditions NAO played as the Mayor. The players were asked to place themselves around the
table (see Figure 6.3) and before starting the interaction, a brief and interactive tutorial was
explained by one of the experimenters so that the participants could get acquaintance with the
game. The interaction took about 20 minutes, starting at the Environmentalist’s turn and
ending after the robot’s turn. Thus, NAO was the one who notified the participants that the
game was finished. After the interaction, an individual questionnaire was applied to all
participants. All the sessions were recorded in video and audio format, for further analyses.
The set was composed with three cameras, two of them aimed at the two participants and the
third one aimed at NAO. Each participant also had an individual microphone. Logging data
was also recorded.
Measures
Subjective measures were used to analyse the collaborative interaction. Two
questionnaires previously validated and widely used among the Human-Robot Interaction
community were used. Firstly, we used the Godspeed Questionnaire (Bartneck, Kulić, Croft,
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& Zoghbi, 2009) to measure participants’ perception of the robot, with a 5 point type-Likert
scale. Secondly, the Networked Minds (Biocca, Harms, & Gregg, 2001) was applied to
evaluate the social presence, with a 7 point type-Likert scale.

Figure 6.3. Set-up of the players and the robot in the first approach study.

All questions were translated to Portuguese, the native language of all participants and
revised by a psychologist. A third questionnaire was composed of a set of open questions,
whose intention was to better understand the collaborative interaction through qualitative
information. The obtained results were analysed to understand if there was differences across
study conditions (for details about the study results, see Appendix 4).
Summary of the main findings
The results obtained showed that two measures, Perceived Intelligence and Mutual
Assistance, rendered significant results across the two conditions. Participants perceived
NAO as being less intelligent in the collaborative condition by comparison with the noncollaborative condition. One should point out that in the collaborative condition, NAO was
not just playing as a collaborative companion, but was also verbally suggesting game moves
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to the players. Because of this, NAO was more exposed and therefore, its judgment more
subjective to a higher standard and to mistakes. From the qualitative data, it can be seen that
participants understood that NAO was making suggestions, but did not felt it accompanied
the strategy that naturally emerged during the game play.
Participants perceived more level of mutual assistance in the collaborative condition.
From the qualitative data it can be seen that participants mentioned that the suggestions given
by NAO helped them understand the game and progress as they were getting to know the
game. On the other hand in the same qualitative question of the other condition, participants
referred that NAO could have participate more in the game decisions.
In general, we can conclude that in the collaborative condition, NAO was expressing its
opinion about possible game moves, and as such was subjected to more judgment from the
participants. So although NAO was perceived with higher levels of mutual assistance in this
condition, it was also perceived as less intelligent.

6.4

Study 4 – Evaluating the robotic tutor interactive capabilities in a collaborative
learning scenario
Taking into account the lessons learned from the first supportive approach study, a

WoZ study was carried out in the EMOTE scenario 2. After reviewing what needed to be
improved in the previous study, the game AI was also upgraded attending to the new learning
goals for this scenario (presented in Section 4.2), which enabled a different game dynamics
with users, contributing for the development of a sustainable city, instead of having
individual roles in the game.
This WoZ was performed in a typical Portuguese school, where learners interacted with
the NAO robot, playing the Enercities game with it. This WoZ was performed with an
improved AI and with perception features running, in order for the wizard to be able to select
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the best pedagogical tactic for each game state. In order to evaluate the pedagogical tactics
developed for the robot as well as the limitations of the perceptive capabilities of the system,
this study was run in two main conditions: In Condition 1 the wizard had limited access to the
interaction, having only the actual perceptive information that the tutor has. In Condition 2
the wizard had full access to the interaction, being endowed with humanlike perceptive
capabilities (from a live audio-video feed). This means that in this WoZ the wizard had
different stimulus and selected the learning interaction based on these two different
perception modes. The game AI was already running independently in an autonomous way,
therefore, the wizard was responsible only for the interaction between the robot and the two
learners.
Study goal
This study had two main purposes:
1.

Test if the semi-autonomous behaviours developed for the tutor (gaze,
gestures, and utterances) combined with the pedagogical tactics (developed
from the mock-up studies presented in D2.1) were adequate to generate
engagement and positive responses from the learners.

2.

Create a corpus of behaviour data based on a wizard semi-control of the
tutor which can further be used to give complete autonomy to the robot (in
both task-related, social, and pedagogical behaviours).

To do this, we created two different conditions: In Condition 1 (called Robot Condition - RC)
the wizard would only have computational perception capabilities (through detection of the
active speaker, eyebrow, head direction and gaze direction tracking, and speech recognition
of keywords) to guide its game moves and interactions. On Condition 2 (called Human
Condition - HC) the wizard had also video and audio access to the interaction to guide
NAO’s game moves and interactions throughout the game play.
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Participants
The study sample comprised 56 students (25 female) with age ranging 14-16 years old
(M=14.81; SD=.48). The study took place in a school setting context, where participants
performed a collaborative activity in an area reserved for extracurricular activities of a typical
Portuguese secondary. Participants were randomly distributed across conditions and this
study lasted one week full time in the school. From this sample, 98% of the students knew
each other from the school context. Regarding their relationship, 55.4% were friends, 32.1%
colleagues, and 8.9% best friends. Overall, from this study sample, 85.7% participants hadn’t
had previous interaction with robots and none had played the Enercities game before.
Procedure
Before the study itself, the human wizard was able to test the wizard interface (see
Figure 6.4) until the decision-making regarding the interaction process was learned. Note
that the task-related part of the tutor (which has the AI/decision making in the game) was
running autonomously, providing suggestions to the human wizard about the best action to
take. This enabled the wizard to spend the minimum time looking for utterances, which
resulted in a more natural flow of the interaction between the robot and learners.
Consent forms were delivered before the study started for parents to grant permission
to their children to participate in this study. After receiving signed consent forms, those
children were randomly called in pairs, to participate. Participants were counterbalanced
across conditions. So, in pairs, children could be randomly attributed to participate in the RC,
where the wizard only had access to the tutor’s real perception capabilities; or in the HC
where the wizard with the perception capabilities of the tutor also had access to audio and
video of the interaction. The conditions were counterbalanced across the study, to ensure the
study validity. Each session lasted around 40 minutes. In the initial part of the study,
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participants were asked to respond to a first set of questionnaires that included demographic
questions and expectations about the interaction and about a robot. After completing them,
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Figure 6.4. Wizard-of-Oz

interface.

they were randomly positioned around the multitouch table. The interaction with NAO
started and lasted around 20 minutes. After that time, participants were escorted to another
room where they responded to a second set of the questionnaires. The satisfaction
questionnaire resembled as a post-questionnaire of the initial expectations one, applied in the
first set of questionnaires. Upon completing them, a brief group interview with the two
learners was conducted to understand participants’ expectations and satisfactions regarding
their interaction with NAO. The session ended and participants were thanked for their
participation.
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All the sessions were video and audio recorded to be later analysed. The cameras
were positioned in a way to capture each student’s interaction with NAO, with the task, and
with each other and another one aimed at NAO. A small high frame rate and wide-angle
camera was also placed in front of the students in order to capture their nonverbal behaviour
in the highest detail possible. Each participant also had an individual microphone. Figure 6.5
shows the study setting. Log data of all the stimuli detected by the perception modules,
actions selected by the wizard and interaction events from the users playing the game were
also recorded.
Measures
During the WoZ study, two types of measures were applied: qualitative and
quantitative. For detailed information about the applied measures, see Appendix 5.

Figure 6.5 Wizard of Oz study setting.
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Results
The obtained quantitative data was analysed to understand if there were differences
across study conditions, using the IBM SPSS software version 21. The qualitative data
analysis is still in progress. Overall results show there is almost no significant statistical
difference among study conditions. For detailed information about the significant results, see
Appendix 5.
Summary of the main findings
There was some statistical significant difference between conditions found regarding
question 1 of the Empathy Questionnaire, where participants felt NAO had less difficulties in
understanding them in the Human Condition, which in a way is justified by the enhancement
of capabilities that NAO had in this condition for the interaction. The non-existence of more
statistical differences between conditions, suggests that both conditions were very similar in
terms of evaluating NAO’s behaviour and in particular the pedagogical strategies being
produced. This is a solid indicator for the autonomous system that is being developed and
allows us to easily use the data for a more advanced mechanism towards achieving
“autonomous” behaviour. This also means that the real capacities that our robotic tutor will
have seem to be enough to sustain communication in a collaborative learning environment.
Qualitative results support these findings, and will enable a more comprehensive
understanding of the findings.
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7

Pedagogical adaptation and integration
The design of pedagogical strategies has to be based on estimation of the learner’s

affective states as well as on the learner’s skills, abilities, and difficulties. At the same time,
Task2.3 has to provide guidelines that respond to individual learner needs. We will therefore
begin by outlining the broad strokes of the conceptual framework for affect detection in
EMOTE (Sections 7.1 and 7.2) before discussing some of the technical aspects concerning
the integration of empathy and pedagogical tactics (Section 7.3).
7.1

Learner Model
The learner model will allow the rest of the system to make decisions that are

personalised and adapted to that particular learner. It will abstract away from sensor data and
provide discrete symbolic values to the rest of the system with a set of pre-defined discrete
affective and pedagogical states. In addition, confidence values for the values stored in the
learner model may be used.
The contents of the learner model have been arrived upon following the WoZ studies
above. We have reviewed the comments and behaviour of the wizard to try and ensure that
the information that they have based their decisions on can be gathered and presented in the
learner model.
Affect related states
The learner model will calculate values for valence and arousal, which are commonly
used in, affect based frameworks (e.g., Russell, 1980). As discussed in more detail in D3.3
and 4.2, the dimension of valence describes emotional states ranging from highly pleasant
(positive) to highly unpleasant (negative), whereas arousal is used to describe a range of
emotional states from very calm/inactive to highly excited/activated. Based on an analysis of
the WoZ data detailed in D3.3, it was concluded that this type of emotional circumplex model
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will be more suitable than a discrete-emotions approach for the purposes of mapping all of
the affective learner states that the wizard responded to in order to make her choices of
pedagogical interventions. In addition, the estimates of valence and arousal can be related to
discrete emotional states in a manner that reconciles dimensional and discrete perspectives to
some extent (see Mauss & Robinson, 2006).
In order to reduce the complexity of the decision space, both valence and arousal are
planned to be processed in the form of discrete values: +1 (positive), 0 (neutral), and -1
(negative). This will, e.g., allow a distinction to be made between negative affective states of
low arousal with negative valence (e.g., “boredom”, “disengagement”), and high arousal with
negative valence (e.g., “frustration”, “anger”, or “negative stress”). I.e., the selection of
pedagogical tactics can be made based on a simple model that is still sophisticated enough to
allow a systematic branching in the pedagogical behaviours of the robot on the basis of these
two fundamental dimensions of emotional experience. Thus, while there will be a certain
overlap between very similar emotional states such as, e.g., intense fear and intense anger,
these two dimensions account for the vast majority of the variance. For example, in an early
study, Abelson and Sermat (1962) found 73% of the variance to be explained by these first
two dimensions, a finding which has since been replicated – e.g., in a systematic comparison
by Yik, Russell, and Steiger (2011), 77.3% of the total variance were explained by valence
and arousal (for a reference from HCI, cf. also Picard, 1995).
Since learner engagement is of particular importance, we will further compute
discrete values for overall, task, and social engagement. Likewise, we are additionally
investigating the possibility of responding in particular to states of boredom and frustration in
the learner within the valence-arousal space. I.e., while both of these states may be associated
with comparably intense negative valence, they can still be distinguished on the arousal
dimension. In the context of the pedagogical decisions required from the robot in EMOTE,
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this suggests that the basic types of emotion-dependent pedagogical tactics will not require an
extremely fine-grained –or multidimensional assessment of emotional states. Rather, in line
with the empirical findings reported by Mauss and Robinson (2006; see also Hollenstein &
Lanteigne, 2014), we expect that the mapping and interpretation of the physiological,
subjective, and behavioural indicators into a simple dimensional space will be more reliable
than the alternatives. The indicators obtained for valence and arousal can, where desired,
further be related to more discrete labels, such as those that might be obtained from
questionnaire –or interview data. For example, in the context of certain events in the task,
certain combinations of negative valence and low arousal would point towards likelihood for
the presence of boredom – and this information could be combined with additional data such
as eye gaze and engagement.
The affective states here are rather broad. However, the relationship between any
individual bodily indicator and emotional states is usually rather weak (Mauss & Robinson,
2006; Hollenstein & Lanteigne, 2014). By using dimensionally defined core emotional states
and making inferences based on multimodal sources, we would hope that these values are
useful to the rest of the system.
Skills and abilities
The task specific skills are recorded for the learner. These are built up depending on
the scenario. For scenario 1, the skill values are constructed based on the constraints that are
met or broken at each attempt at providing an answer for an activity. In scenario 2, the skill
values will be based on how closely the collective learner moves matches various possible
strategies of building the sustainable city, balance, or imbalanced in favour of the economy or
wellbeing, or environment indicators. From the skill levels, it will be possible to identify
skill, ability and difficulties for the learner.
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Attention/Intention
The learner model may also contain limited information about the attention, intention,
or strategy of the learner. We can use interaction data from the learning activity to infer if the
learner is paying attention or acting in a way that is appropriate for solving the current
problem. This will also help to identify abilities and difficulties of the learner. We will record
the amount of content that has been explored by the learner in the activity.
7.2

Integrating empathy and pedagogy
As opposed to some of the more typical approaches to human-robot interaction,

empathy of the EMOTE robotic tutor will not be grounded in simple static reinforcement
schedules aiming to constantly upregulate the child’s affective states. Rather, the EMOTE
embodied perceptive tutor will be empathic by virtue of its capabilities to sense the learner’s
affective states in real time, so that it can adapt critical decisions about behaviour strategies
and tactics using its internal model of the learner’s affective state within the unfolding socioemotional context of the learning scenarios. This form of adaptation requires reliable
information on the learner's affective and pedagogical state. The sensors, as discussed in
D3.3, provide raw unprocessed data which is subsequently fed into a computational model
trained to recognise the affective state of the learner.
The actual aggregation and modelling of the affective states of the learner model is
presently still being refined as part of WP4. However, the broad conceptual decisions have
been made upon which the concrete implementation can be based. As discussed above (see
also D3.3), the core of the affect-sensing module will be a version of the valence and arousal
circumplex that is further extended to include behaviour-refining measures of attention and
concentration towards the robot and the task.
In view of the challenge of integrating all of the available sensory data as
systematically and meaningfully as possible, this type of dimensional approach has several
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advantages that promise to increase reliability of the system without the risk of a significant
loss of informational value concerning the subject’s emotional state. For the EMOTE project,
we aim to extend this general model by a number of socio-emotional states related to learning
that are of particular relevance in the context of tutor-guided learning. This means that our
affective module will further include input parameters based on task and social engagement.
In addition, special attention will be given to areas in the valence-arousal circumplex that
relate in particular to states of attention, frustration, confusion, and boredom - to the extent
that they can be estimated by the available software and hardware (see D3.3 for a further
discussion). While these latter, secondary, emotional states present some significant
challenges for conventional affect detection, we will combine the available information on
these states as far as possible into useable indicators.
Concerning the development of specific pedagogical tactics, we are presently still in
the process of defining the details of the mapping of contextual and sensory information onto
a one-dimensional space of flow and stuck, representing the two primary extremes of the
learner's pedagogical state. Several intermediate discrete states will help describe the current
pedagogical state of the learner. This abstraction from lower level values such as information
relating to progress and performance within the task and evidence of past and present skill
competencies, which are modelled throughout the interaction, can help to drastically reduce
what could potentially become an extremely complex state space.
Therefore, in view of the limitations and potential combinatorial explosion of possible
states, not every pedagogical tactic will be mapped to every type of affective state for each of
the learning contexts. Rather, a selection of particularly relevant combinations of perceived
states and actions is being made - in order to develop a system that provides clear and
powerful dependencies between the learner’s affective states, contextual variables of the task,
and the respective pedagogical strategies. Therefore, when, e.g., the robot perceives a child
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that is bored (as a combination of low arousal and below-average valence), the empathic tutor
will adapt the probabilities of different types of phrasings of some of the individual tactics. In
this way, specific connections will be created between the types, probabilities, and intensities
of a subset of the individual pedagogical tactics, resulting in a more believable and
responsive empathic tutor.
In this sense, affect-contingent feedback types and intensities become particularly
relevant in pedagogical interventions. In consequence, a selection of these types of tactics
will be systematically modified on the basis of the system’s perception of the child’s
unfolding affective state. For example, when the child is feeling very positive, activated, and
engaged, feedback may be adapted to be relatively clearer and to the point - while in a
different emotional state, the probabilities of the choice of the system’s feedback could be
modified with the aim of first balancing negative arousal. In a similar manner, the system
would, e.g., apply modifications on the pedagogical strategy concerning the elaboration of
additional details depending on the perceived engagement state of the child.
At the same time, steps will be taken to limit the complexity of the system and
mapping of specific response strategies where this threatens to exceed the complexity that the
system can handle reliably. For example, there will be an abstraction / reduction performed
on the incoming continuous values towards a comparatively more discrete organization of
affective and learning states in order to simplify the decision space. That is, values such as
information relating to progress and performance within the task, and evidence of past and
present skill competencies, which are modelled throughout the interaction, will help to
drastically reduce overall complexity of the real-life tutoring situation faced by the robot to
technically more manageable levels. In addition, certain organizational decisions concerning
the interplay between the different components may impose a number of additional
constraints, resulting in a compromise between a maximally empathic and strategically
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flexible tutoring system, and the traditionally very simplistic non-empathic solutions that aim
at a maximal reduction of complexity.
In consequence, the primary aim of our present work in coupling pedagogical
strategies and tactics to the system’s perception of the learner’s affective state have focused
on the system’s ability to most effectively use this information in order to adapt teaching
strategies and tactics towards the learner's ability and/or how the learner feels while keeping
the complexity of the mapping under control. It is precisely this coupling of affect and
pedagogy that will enable the EMOTE robotic tutor to go beyond fixed event-related
reactions and emotion-blind praise and reinforcement. Rather, by tapping into some of the
most powerful links between affective states and plausible choices of pedagogical tactics, the
robot will be able to demonstrate the added benefit of including a certain level of affective
awareness and empathic capabilities that are tailored to the educational experience of the
individual child.
We expect that this extended concept of affect-dependent pedagogical behaviours of
the autonomous robot will have an impact on the children’s learning behaviour, motivation,
emotional experience, and learning outcomes. This question will be addressed in the
empirical evaluation of the autonomous versions of the systems in scenarios 1 and 2.
7.3

Technical integration of empathy and pedagogical tactics
Now that the conceptual framework has been outlined (for further details, see also

D3.3), the design of the pedagogical strategies and tactics in this framework can be further
elaborated. The creation of NAO’s behaviours were based on literature review and inspiration
from previously performed human-human studies within the scope of the EMOTE project.
The designed utterances for NAO integrated both verbal and non-verbal behaviours. First,
NAO’s verbal utterances were created based on data obtained from previous human-human
interaction studies with teachers and students from different European cities (INESC-ID,
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UGOT, and UoB) using a mock-up prototype of the educational application. Video material
from each session was transcribed and translated to English where applicable. A coding
scheme was then devised to discern the main dimensions of verbal behaviour that teachers
and students performed during the interaction. The dimensions were partly based on literature
(e.g., Graesser, Wiemer-Hastings, Wiemer-Hastings, & Kreuz, 1999), but also on taskspecific utterances found in the analysed material. These dimensions then constituted the
verbal categories available for the tutor. As non-verbal behaviour (e.g., gestures) is essential
in all types of communication, including educational communication, expressive non-verbal
behaviours were considered for the educational context of the robotic tutor.
The non-verbal behaviour was mainly inspired by the data collected in the
aforementioned teacher-student interaction studies in combination with literature on the
theme (e.g., McNeill, 1992). The intention was to provide expressiveness to the robot
enabling the student to engage in a natural educational interaction. The non-verbal behaviour
considered different types of expressiveness through animations (e.g., emotion expression happy) and gestures (e.g., deictic gestures signalling where the student should direct his/her
attention). Furthermore, resembling teachers’ natural behaviours was considered important
for the various scaffolding strategies to appear natural. However, when the robotic
embodiment lacked certain levels of expressiveness employed by the teachers (e.g., leaning
forward, smiling, shifting intonation), this was compensated by providing expressive features
more appropriate for NAO’s embodiment (Ribeiro & Paiva, 2012). This lead to designing and
adding certain gestures to NAO’s repertoire that were never performed by the teachers such
as raising of his arms in excitement when delivering positive feedback.
Utterances were then manually written for each verbal dimension. These include the
verbal utterance, animations, gaze and task-related tags as shown in code below. The
complete list of utterance for scenarios 1 and 2 is in Appendix 1.
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<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(welcome)> Hello /student/
<GAZE(student)> Go /direction/ for about <ANIMATE(scale)>
/distance/ and you should find a <HEADNOD(1)> /symbol/

During the WoZ studies for both learning scenarios, the wizard was able to select these
different utterances sorted by tactic on the WoZ interface. Depending on the affect of the
learner certain utterances could also be presented in a more appropriate way. So there are
different types of phrasings, making the choice of the phrasings dependent on the affective
state. Suppose the child is feeling very positive, activated, and engaged, then feedback might
be more effective if it is relatively clear and to the point - while in a different emotional state,
feedback might be picked that has rather a balancing of negative arousal in mind. The same
might apply for the extent to which a pedagogical strategy should elaborate on further details.
E.g., if the child is presently in a very disengaged low-arousal state, long elaborating
comments might not be as helpful as at other times.
We have a high level strategy for the ordering of pedagogical tactics (identified from
usage in the WoZ) from which we can develop a simple systematic approach as the primary
basis for more complex decision branches. For example, in Scenario 1 there are three main
skills that need to be learned and understood by the learner in order for them to progress
through the task. So, it is possible to step through each of the skills and then iterate through
each of the pedagogical tactics, one by one, until the learner either solves the problem, or is
given the answer because all appropriate tactics have been exhausted. This allows us to also
personalise the utterance choice to the zone of proximal development of the learner. We may
favour less guided tactics if the learner has shown evidence of ability in this area resulting in
higher skill levels. We will favour more guided utterances if the learner has low levels of skill
and requires more guidance.
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Based on interactions in the WoZ we are developing an overall pedagogical strategy
that will be turned into preconditions and rules. By writing preconditions for rules, we are
summarising the state space for a tactic to be selected by a Decision-Making (DM)
component. There will be many states in which a particular rule can fire, being that these
states need only to satisfy a precondition. So we are not looking at an exhaustive state-toaction map. Just a precondition-to-action map.
The DM will use these preconditions and rules to decide the category and subcategory
of the pedagogical tactic to be used. This decision will be based on rules, which have two
components: the precondition and the action. The DM will receive input from learner model
various components to know what move the student made, what is the student’s affective
state and so on. The DM will then have a set of actions that are applicable in the current state,
it will then need to choose between these actions by ranking them. The ranking of these
actions will be based on a number of features but the primary goal is to ensure the action will
be the most successful to return the learner to a state that is conductive to learning. So actions
that aim to regulate the learner’s affective state will be prioritised over actions that might just
ask the learner to try a tool.
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8

Conclusions
The main goal of this deliverable is to present the work developed towards the creation

of pedagogical strategies to be used by the tutor in the learning scenarios, and how such
strategies will be applied and adapted based on the perception of the learner. By defining the
concepts of pedagogical strategies and tactics, and also what are to be considered as the
learner’s skills, abilities, needs and affect-related states we are establishing the final common
ground for the EMOTE team to follow on to the last year of the project and to achieve the
development of the proposed artificial robotic tutor.
To meet these goals we have thoroughly analysed existing literature and performed several
studies that included students, teachers and NAO, the robotic tutor. These studies are being
used to inform the design of the tutor, as well as possible evaluation approaches for WP7.
Several changes have been made to Scenario 2, as a result of these studies, and the large
amount of collected data from both WoZ studies is still being analysed, and will be used for
creating the “autonomy” of our tutor.
The main points of this document resembles on the following:


UCD studies helped inform the learning goals for EMOTE project in both scenarios.
This document provides the UCD studies that informed to refine the learning goals.
Also, this document clarifies the EMOTE project learning goals for the two scenarios;



The present document shows the designed pedagogical tactics that were developed to
adapt the learners zone of proximal development for both learning scenarios;



This document also provides guidelines for the implementation of personalised
pedagogical based on the learner model.
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9.1

Appendix 1: Robot behaviour for EMOTE scenarios 1 and 2

Individual scenario 1

<GAZE(student)> Is there a <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> tool that you can use
<GLANCE(distance_button)> to measure the distance? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> How many meters <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> are
there in 1 km? <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)>
<GAZE(student)> How can <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> you convert kilometers into
meters? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So, if there is 1000 meters <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)>
in 1 km, how many meters are there in /distance/? <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <GLANCEANDWAVE(compass_button)> Is there a tool that you can
use to figure out the direction? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> Which way is /direction/? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> So which direction could that be?
<GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> Which of those letters <GLANCEANDWAVE(compass_button) on
the compass could symbolize /direction/? <GLANCE(compass_button)>
<GAZE(student)> Do you know which <GLANCE(compass_tool)> letters on the
compass could symbolise /direction/?

<GAZE(student)> Which of those <GLANCE(compass_tool)> letters on the compass
could symbolize /direction/? <GLANCE(compass_tool)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> What could a /symbol/ look like on a
map?
<GAZEANDWAVE(tools)> Is there a tool that you can use to figure this out?
<GLANCE(student)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDHIGHLIGHT(tools)> Which tool could tell you <GLANCE(student)> the
symbol? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Could you figure this out without using
the map key? <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZEANDWAVEANDHIGHLIGHT(tools)> Are there any tools that you can use to
figure this out? <GLANCE(student)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)>
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(tools)> How can you figure out where /distance/
/direction/ is? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So, how can you know <GLANCE(tools)> where /distance/
/direction/ is? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So, how can you discover <GLANCE(tools)> where /distance/
/direction/ is? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> /distance/ /direction/. Where could this
location be? <GLANCE(throughMap)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> Which direction <GLANCE(compass_button)> is /direction/?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So, where is <GLANCE(compass_tool)> /direction/? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> Now, where <GLANCE(compass_tools)> can /direction/ be?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> How should we understand the <GLANCE(tools)> directions?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Which direction should we go?
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Can you see the /symbol/ on the map?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Where is the /symbol/ on the map?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Can you locate the /symbol/ on the map?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> How can we know <GLANCE(throughMap)> what the different
symbols look like on the map? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Can you identify this symbol?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> What symbol is this one? <GLANCE(map_key_button)>
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> How much is /distance/ and <GLANCE(scale)> which direction is
/direction/? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> How <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> can we measure and
know the directions? <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Do you know how to measure the
distance and understand <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> the symbols on
the map? <GLANCE(tools)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So, where is <GLANCE(throughMap)> /direction/ of the /symbol/?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> Do you know where <GLANCE(tools)> /direction/ of the /symbol/
is? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> Where could <GLANCE(throughMap)> /direction/ of the /symbol/
be? <GLANCE(tools)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> Do you know how to figure out<GLANCE(tools)> the directions and
the symbols on the map? <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> So, /distance/ /direction/. Where
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> could this place be? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)>/distance/ /direction/. Where could that
be? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)>Are you sure that /direction/ <GLANCE(clicks)> is over
there?<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(clicks)>Is that really a <GLANCE(student)>/symbol/ you got there?
<GAZE(clicks)>How did you figure that <GLANCE(student)>/distance/ was over
there?
<GAZE(tools)> Which tools could you use for <GLANCE(student)> this?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Where could the /symbol/ be /distance/
from there? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(tools)> Is there a tool that you can <GLANCE(student)> use? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)>If you consider that there are 1000 meters in 1 km, \pau=400\how
many meters could there be in a \rmw=1\quarter\rmw=0\ of a km?
<GAZE(student)>If you consider that there are 500 meters in half a km,
\pau=400\how many meters could there be in a \rmw=1\quarter\rmw=0\ of a km?
<GAZE(student)> Can you see a /symbol/ in that direction? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Can you identify that symbol towards the
/direction/? <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Can you locate that symbol towards the
/direction/? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Can you find that symbol towards the
/direction/? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Can you see a /symbol/ towards the
/direction/? <GLANCE(student)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Which tools will you need this time?
<GLANCE(tools)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> How can we locate a /symbol/ /distance/
/direction/ of your current location? <GLANCE(tools)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> How can we locate a /symbol/ /distance/
/direction/ of your location? <GLANCE(tools)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> How can we find a /symbol/ /distance/
/direction/ of your current location? <GLANCE(tools)> <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(distance_button)> I can tell you that <HEADNOD(1)> 1
km consists of 1000 meters.

<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> In order to figure out how far /distance/ is
<ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleDown)> on this scaled down \rmw=1\map\rmw=0\, you
should look at the<GLANCEANDPOINT(scale)> scale of the \rmw=1\map\rmw=0\
located on your left side of the screen.

<GAZE(student)> To measure the distance we should use
<GAZEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(distance_button)> the distance tool at the bottom
right side of the screen. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> You can use the <GLANCE(distance_button)> distance tool to
measure the distance between these two points <GLANCE(throughMap)>. You have
to click where you <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> want to measure from
and then double click <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)>where you want to
measure to. You can see how far you've measured on the screen. <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)>The <GLANCEANDPOINT(scale)> <HEADNOD(1)> scale
<ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)>shows you how much larger the actual world is in
relationship to <GLANCE(throughMap)> this small \rmw=1\map\rmw=0\.

<GAZE(student)> The <GLANCEANDPOINT(scale)> scale tells you
<ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleDown)> how much smaller the area shown on the
\rmw=1\map\rmw=0\ is compared <ANIMATE(metaphoricWorld)> to the same area
in real life.

<GAZE(student)> <GLANCEANDWAVE(throughMap)> Every map has a
<POINT(scale)> scale visible and you should always check before you start reading a
\rmw=1\map\rmw=0\. Some \rmw=1\maps\rmw=0\
<ANIMATE(metaphoricWorld)>represent a whole country, whereas some only
represent smaller areas<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> like this one.
Knowing how far away one is looking in advance <HEADNOD(1)> is really important.

<GAZE(student)> \rmw=1\Maps\rmw=0\ can have different scales <POINT(scale)>,
depending on what people want to use them for. For example,
<ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)> large scale \rmw=1\maps\rmw=0\ are better for
showing individual buildings in detail <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleDown)>because
they only cover a small area of land. But small scale \rmw=1\maps\rmw=0\ are ideal
for travelling either by car or walking <ANIMATE(metaphoricWorld)>because they
cover large areas of land.

<GAZE(tools)> Well, if <GLANCE(student)> you look at the compass you can figure
out that /direction/ is an intermediate direction. Intermediate just means that it is
between two main cardinal points. For example: South west is an
\rmw=1\intermediate direction located
between<ANIMATE(dichotomicLeft)>\pau=500\ South<ANIMATE(dichotomicRight)>
and West\rmw=0\.<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDWAVE(compass_tool)> You see, /direction/ is an intermediate direction.
<GLANCE(student)>
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<GAZE(student)> You can use the <GLANCEANDPOINT(compass_tool)> compass tool
to understand the cardinal points. This will help you find the way. What you should
keep in mind then, is that \rspd=90\\rmw=1\'N' \rmw=0\stands for
\rmw=1\'north'\rmw=0\, \rmw=1\'S'\rmw=0\ stands for \rmw=1\'south'\rmw=0\,
\rmw=1\'E' \rmw=0\stands for \rmw=1\'East'\rmw=0\, and \rmw=1\'W'\rmw=0\
stands for \rmw=1\'West'\rmw=0\\rspd=100\.<GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> To understand directions <GLANCE(throughMap)> we should use
the <GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(compass_button)> compass tool at the
bottom of the right side of the screen. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(compass_tool)>You have
<ANIMATE(iconicCompassPoints)> four main cardinal points: North, South, East,
and West.

<GAZE(student)> /direction/ is an intercardinal direction, because it is one of the
<GLANCEANDPOINT(cardinal/direction/)> four intermediate compass points located
<GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(cardinalPoints)>halfway between the main
cardinal points.

<GAZE(student)> /direction/ is a \rmw=1\secondary \rmw=0\intercardinal point of
the compass. This is a direction \rmw=1\between \rmw=0\ a
<GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(cardinalPoints)>main cardinal point
<GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(interCardinalPoints)> and an intercardinal point.
I can give you an example: \pau=500\ \rmw=1\north north west \rmw=0\is located
between <GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(cardinalNorth)>
\rmw=1\north,<GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(cardinalNorthWest)> and north
west\rmw=0\.

<GAZE(student)> Directions such as south west are called <HEADNOD(1)>
intercardinal <GLANCEANDPOINT(compass_button)>directions on the compass.
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<GAZE(student)> I can clarify the compass points for you: \pau=700\So, when
looking at the compass <GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(compass_tool)> you
have four main cardinal points: <HEADNOD(1)>
<GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(cardinalPoints)> North, South, West, and East.
<HIGHLIGHT(cardinalNorth)> North goes up and <HIGHLIGHT(cardinalSouth)> South
goes down, <HIGHLIGHT(cardinalWest)> West goes left and
<HIGHLIGHT(cardinalEast)> East goes right.
<GAZE(student)>The /symbol/ has a specific map symbol associated with it. If you
look at the <GLANCEANDPOINT(map_key_button)> map key tool, you can see what
it is represented by.

<GAZE(student)> Now that we know some of the
<ANIMATE(pointToOtherAndSelf)>map key symbols we should look for the specific
<GLANCEANDWAVE(throughMap)> /symbol/ on the map.
<GAZE(student)> If you need to understand the different symbols on the map,
<GLANCEANDPOINT(map_key_button)>you can check the map key tool.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> If you look at the \rmw=1\map\rmw=0\,
you can see many different symbols spread all around it. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> Each symbol is represented <HEADNOD(1)> differently on the
\rmw=1\map\rmw=0\.
<GAZE(student)> Symbols represent specific landmarks on the
\rmw=1\map\rmw=0\.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Maps have distinctive symbols that represent
different places.
<GAZE(student)> Map symbols are either red or <HEADNOD(1)> blue on this
\rmw=1\map\rmw=0\.
<GAZE(student)> I can tell you <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)> that 1 km consists of
1000 meters <ANIMATE(diectic/direction/)> and that /direction/ goes.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> We want to discover where /distance/
/direction/ is. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> We want to locate /distance/ /direction/
on the \rmw=1\map \rmw=0\. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> We are looking for /distance/ /direction/.
<GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> <GLANCEANDWAVE(tools)> If we use the tools available we
<ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)>can measure the distance and understand the
directions. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> Right now we have to combine <GLANCEANDPOINT(tools)>
different types of \rmw=1\map\rmw=0\ skills to solve this step. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> We need to combine the
<POINTANDHIGHLIGHT(distance_button)> distance and the
<POINTANDHIGHLIGHT(compass_button)> direction on the \rmw=1\map\rmw=0\ to
discover this place. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)>To measure /distance/ /direction/ we
need to use the <POINT(tools)> distance tool and the compass. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> To measure /distance/ /direction/ we need to use the
<POINT(tools)> distance tool and the compass. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> To measure /distance/ /direction/ we
need to use the <POINTANDHIGHLIGHT(tools)> distance tool and the compass.
<GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> To go /distance/ from the /symbol/ we
can use the <POINT(tools)> distance and the map key tools. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(tools)> We can use the <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)>
tools to measure the distance and understand what the symbols look like on the
\rmw=1\map\rmw=0\. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> We need to combine the <GLANCEANDWAVE(tools)> distance and
the symbols on the map to discover <GLANCE(throughMap)> where we should go.
<GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> In order to go /direction/ of the /symbol/
we should go <POINT(cardinal/direction/)>
and<GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(map_key_button)> use the map key tool to
see what the /symbol/ looks like on the \rmw=1\map\rmw=0\. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCEANDWAVE(tools)> Go and check the compass and the
map key tools to understand the direction and the symbol we are looking for.
<GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> Ok, so you <HEADNOD(1)> have figured out /direction/.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> Ok, so you <HEADNOD(1)> have figured out /distance/.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> So now you know about how far
<GLANCE(throughMap)> you are going. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So now <HEADNOD(1)> you know the distance.
<GAZE(student)> So you know which <ANIMATE(diectic/direction/)> way /direction/
is now.
<GAZE(student)> Now <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> you know which way /direction/
is.
<GAZE(student)> So <HEADNOD(1)> now you understand which way /direction/ is.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> You have figured out which way you are going
now.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Now you know which direction that is.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Ok, so you have identified the /symbol/.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> So now you know what a /symbol/ looks like.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> You found the right symbol.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> You found the /symbol/.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Now you have figured out the
<GLANCE(throughMap)> direction and the distance.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Now you understand that /direction/ is that way
<ANIMATE(diectic/direction/)>, and that /distance/ in that direction places you over
here.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Now you know that /direction/ is that way
<ANIMATE(diectic/direction/)>, and that /distance/ in that direction places you over
here <GLANCEANDPOINT(rightAnswer)>.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Now you have figured out how far and in which
direction you are going.
<GAZE(student)> Ok /student/, so you have located the <HEADNOD(1)> /symbol/
/distance/ from <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> your original location.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> You have found the /symbol/ towards the
/direction/. <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> You have found the /symbol/ towards the
/direction/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> You have found the /symbol/ towards the
/direction/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> You have found the /symbol/ in the right direction.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> You have found the right symbol towards the
/direction/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Ok /student/, so you
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> managed to find the /symbol/ /distance/
/direction/ of your initial location. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Ok, so now you managed to find
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> the /symbol/ /distance/ /direction/ of your
initial location.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> So you managed to find the
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> /symbol/ /distance/ /direction/ of your
initial location.

<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> So you have figured out both the
<POINTANDHIGHLIGHT(distance_button)> distance, and
<POINTANDHIGHLIGHT(map_key_button)> the symbol.

<GAZE(student)> So we were supposed to go to the <GLANCE(throughMap)>
\rspd=70\ information centre in Queen Square \rspd=100\ near the centre of the
\rmw=1\map\rmw=0\. Where could that be? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> /student/ Remember that is was the \rspd=70\ information centre
in Queen Square\rspd=100\. <ANIMATE(thinking)> Where could that be?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> So, we were supposed to find a \rspd=70\
telephone 50 meters north of the information centre \rspd=100\. Where is this
telephone? <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> If we head \rspd=70\ 50 meters towards
the north from the information centre \rspd=100\, we should be able to find a
telephone. Now, where could it be? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> Remember that we were looking for <GLANCE(throughMap)> a
\rspd=70\ telephone symbol 50 meters north of the information centre \rspd=100\.
Where could that be? <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> We were supposed to locate the
\rspd=70\ museum 100 meters east of the telephone \rspd=100\. So where should
we go? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelfAndOther)> /student/ Remember that we
should go towards the east 100 meters from the telephone, and we might spot the
museum. Can you find it? <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Ok, so we were supposed to head
\rspd=70\ 300 meters north from the museum, until we reach an information point
\rspd=100\. Where could that be? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Ok, so we are going towards \rspd=70\
the north for 300 meters, and looking for a museum symbol \rspd=100\ somewhere
in that area. Do you see it? <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> From the \rspd=70\ information point, <GLANCE(throughMap)> we
should go north east for 100 meters until we see a nature reserve symbol
\rspd=100\. Where could that be? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So can you find the \rspd=70\ nature reserve if you go north east
for 100 \rspd=100\ meters? <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> We are supposed to locate a \rspd=70\ castle 300 meters south
east of the nature reserve \rspd=100\. <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Where
should we go? <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> Remember that we are heading <ANIMATE(diectic/direction/)>
\rspd=70\ south east of the nature reserve, <GLANCE(throughMap)> and we should
keep going for about 300 meters \rspd=100\, and maybe we'll find a castle there.
Can you find it? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> We are supposed to find <GLANCE(throughMap)> an \rspd=70\
English heritage symbol 150 meters north east of the castle \rspd=100\. Where is
that? <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> /student/ Remember that we should
head \rspd=70\ north east for about 150 meters \rspd=100\,
<GLANCEANDWAVE(throughMap)> and we should locate the \rspd=70\ English
heritage symbol \rspd=100\. Can you find it? <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> <HEADNOD(3)> So we need to find the
\rspd=70\ information point symbol half a kilometre south east of the English
heritage \rspd=100\ site. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> /student/ Remember that we should travel \rspd=70\ half a
kilometer south east of the English heritage \rspd=100\ site.
<GLANCE(throughMap)> There we should find an information point. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> We were supposed to find a \rspd=70\ railway
station symbol 100 meters south of the information point \rspd=100\.
<GLANCE(throughMap)> Where could that be? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> From the information point, we should go \rspd=70\ south for
about 100 meters until we get to a railway station \rspd=100\. Can you find the
railroad station? <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> We were supposed to take the bus <WAVE(throughMap)> from the
railway station in the following direction: \rspd=70\ west south west, and then keep
going for about 170 meters \rspd=100\. Don't forget to get off at the bus stop!
<GLANCE(throughMap)> Can you see it? <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Where could this \rspd=70\ bus stop 170
meters towards the west south west \rspd=100\ be located? <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> We were supposed to head to the \rspd=70\ parking lot a quarter
of a kilometre from the bus station in the following direction: north west north
\rspd=100\. <GLANCE(throughMap)> Now where is that? <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> Remember that we are going <GLANCE(throughMap)> towards the
\rspd=70\ north west north \rspd=100\ for a quarter of a km. <HEADNOD(1)> There
we should find a parking symbol. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> There should be a \rspd=70\ garden 200
meters in the following direction: south south east \rspd=100\ of the parking
symbol. Can you find it? <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> Remember that we should go \rspd=70\ south south east for 200
meters \rspd=100\, where we should find a garden. <GLANCE(throughMap)> Do you
see it somewhere? <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Remember that we were looking for the \rspd=70\
information centre 0.65 kilometres west north west \rspd=100\ of the garden?
<GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> So we are supposed to go \rspd=70\ 0.65 km in the following
direction: west north west \rspd=100\. <GLANCE(throughMap)> Can you find the
information point somewhere around there? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> We need to locate the /symbol/ situated /direction/ of your
current location. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> We now want to locate the /symbol/
situated /direction/ of your current location. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> We need to find the /symbol/ situated
/direction/ of your current location. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> You need to find the /symbol/ which is
/distance/ /direction/ of your current location. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> We are searching for the /symbol/ which
is /distance/ /direction/ of your current location. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> You are looking for the /symbol/ which is
/distance/ /direction/ of your current location. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So half a kilometer would be? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)> 1000 meters is the same as?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> To measure the <WAVE(distance_button)> distance you need to
use the? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So /direction/ should be between
<WAVEANDHIGHLIGHT(cardinalPoints)>? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So /direction/ should be between
<WAVEANDHIGHLIGHT(cardinalPoints)>? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> In order to figure the cardinal direction you would need the
<GLANCE(compass_button)>? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> /direction/ is towards the? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> A /symbol/ looks like a? <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> If you need to find out what map symbol looks like, you can check
the <GLANCE(map_key_button)>? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So /distance/ towards the /direction/ would ? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So /distance/ towards the /direction/ would be? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So /distance/ towards the /direction/ would be? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> If you need to figure out how to go /distance/ towards the
/direction/, you would need to use <GLANCE(tools)>? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> If you need to know both the distance and the symbol, you should
use <GLANCE(tools)>? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> If you need to find a /symbol/ towards the /direction/, you should
use <GLANCE(tools)>? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> If you need to find a /symbol/ towards the /direction/, you should
use <GLANCE(tools)>? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> If you need to find a /symbol/ towards the /direction/, you should
use <GLANCE(tools)>? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> To figure out all of these things, you could use <GLANCE(tools)>?
<GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> Well, /direction/ is a special direction, so we also need to look at
the <GLANCE(compass_button)> compass in a special way.

<GAZE(student)> /student/, to measure /distance/ we should use
<GAZEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(distance_tool)> the distance tool at the bottom of
the right side of the screen. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> /student/, you should go farther than
that. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> I think you've run a bit too far now. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> /student/, you are on the right track,
keep going that way. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap) We are still far away. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> /student/, we should probably get back a little. <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> If you are not sure where /direction/ is
on the map you can use <GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(compass_button)> the compass
tool. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> If you have doubts about this direction
you can use <GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(compass_button)> the compass tool.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(cardinal/direction/)> It is more
<ANIMATE(diectic/direction/)>towards this way. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> /direction/ is a special direction, go ahead and use
<GLANCEANDPOINT(compass_button)> the compass tool to locate it. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> This is also a special direction, if you need guidance, you can try to
use <GLANCEANDWAVE(compass_button)> the compass. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Think about the cardinal points to
discover that direction. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Consider what we talked about the
cardinal points to help you discover this one. <GLANCE(throughMap)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDWAVE(cardinal/direction/)> This directions is a bit more
<ANIMATE(diectic/direction/)>towards this way. <GLANCE(student)> <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> If you are not certain what the /symbol/ looks like on the map, we
can check <GLANCEANDWAVE(map_key_button)> the map key tool. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDWAVE(rightAnswer)> The symbol is located somewhere over here.
<GLANCE(student)>

<GAZE(student)>To measure /distance/ and go /direction/ we can use
<GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(distance_button)> the distance and
<GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(compass_button)> the compass tools. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> To measure /distance/ and go /direction/ we can use
<GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(distance_button)> the distance and
<GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(compass_button)> the compass tools. <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> To measure /distance/ and go /direction/ we can use
<GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(distance_button)> the distance and
<GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(compass_button)> the compass tools. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> To measure /distance/ of the /symbol/ you can use
<GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(distance_button)> the distance and
<GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(map_key_button)> the map key tools. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> To understand better how we get /direction/ of the /symbol/ we
can use <GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(compass_button)> the compass and
<GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(map_key_button)> the map key tools. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> To understand better how we get /direction/ of the /symbol/ we
can use <GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(compass_button)> the compass and
<GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(map_key_button)> the map key tools. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> To understand better how we get /direction/ of the /symbol/ we
can use <GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(compass_button)> the compass and
<GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(map_key_button)> the map key tools. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDHIGHLIGHT(tools)> If we use the map tools it will be easier to measure
/distance/ /direction/ /symbol/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDHIGHLIGHT(tools)> Let's use the available map tools to measure
/distance/ /direction/ so that we can find the /symbol/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> You should combine different <GLANCEANDPOINT(tools)> tools in
order to understand where we need to go. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCEANDWAVEANDHIGHLIGHT(tools)> Use the available tools
to help you. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> Let's try using the <GAZEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(tools)> scale,
compass and map key to determine where the /symbol/ /distance/ /direction/ is
located. <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> /student/, don't worry, I can help you out. The correct distance is
/distance/, so it is right <GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(rightAnswer)> over
here. <GAME(rightAnswer)>
<GAZE(student)> 500 meters is actually <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> half
a kilometer. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> One kilometer is actually
1000 meters. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> /student/, I see what you're thinking,
but /direction/ is actually <ANIMATE(diectic/direction/)> that way. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Well /student/, I see what you're
thinking, but /direction/ is actually <ANIMATE(diectic/direction/) that way.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> /student/ I understand what you're
thinking, but /direction/ is actually <ANIMATE(diectic/direction/) that way.
<GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> I can help you out by saying that the /symbol/ looks like
<GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(rightAnswer)> this.

<GAZE(student)> I can tell you that /distance/ /direction/ of there is actually over
<GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(rightAnswer)> there.

<GAZE(student)> I can tell you that /distance/ /direction/ of there is actually over
<GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(rightAnswer)> there.

<GAZE(student)> I can tell you that /distance/ /direction/ of there is actually over
<GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(rightAnswer)> there.

<GAZE(student)> Ok, so if we go /distance/ we can see the symbol right
<GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(rightAnswer)> here.
<GAZE(student)> Well, /direction/ would mean that
<GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(rightAnswer)> this is the symbol we are looking
for.
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<GAZE(student)> This is really difficult /student/, so I can tell you that the /symbol/
/distance/ /direction/ of here is <GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(rightAnswer)>
right there.

<GAZE(student)> This is a very challenging one /student/, and I can tell you that the
/symbol/ /distance/ /direction/ of here is
<GLANCEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(rightAnswer)> right there.

<GAZE(student)> This is a hard one /student/, so I can tell you that the /symbol/
/distance/ /direction/ of here is <GAZEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(rightAnswer)>
right there.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> Let's move
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> to another exercise.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> So now we are going for the
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> next challenge.
<GAZE(student)> Should we go for the next question?
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Let's move on /student/.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Let's continue /student/.
<GAZE(student)> So, now I will <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> present you the next
step.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Let's keep this rhythm and continue to the next
task /student/.
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Awesome!
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Super!
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Way to go!
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Excellent, /student/!
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Amazing job, /student/!
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> This is great, /student/!
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> You are so good at this, /student/!
<HEADNOD(1)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> You got it right! <HEADNOD(3)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> You figured it out, /student/!
<HEADNOD(3)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> You found it! <HEADNOD(3)>
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<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Wow! <HEADNOD(3)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Very good. <HEADNOD(1)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Good job. <HEADNOD(1)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Great work. <HEADNOD(1)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Exactly.
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Precisely.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> You got <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> that right.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> Yes. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(3)> Correct.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> That's right.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(3)> That's correct.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Yeah. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Great. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(happy)> You are really good at this /student/.
<GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Yeah. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Okay. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Almost. You went /distance/, but in the wrong
direction. <GLANCE(throughMap)> We should head /direction/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Almost. You found the right symbol, but it's not
quite as far away as we needed to go. <GLANCE(throughMap)> We should go
/distance/. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> Almost /student/. You went in the right direction, but not the right
distance. <GLANCE(throughMap)> You need to go /distance/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> Almost /student/. You recognized the right symbol, but it was not
the correct distance. <GLANCE(throughMap)> We should go /distance/.
<GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> You are partly right here /student/. You found a /symbol/, but it
was not in the right place. We need to go /distance/ towards the /direction/.
<GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> You are partly right here /student/. You went the in the right
direction, but you missed the symbol and how far away it was. So we should look for
a /symbol/, which is /distance/ away instead. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> That is almost correct /student/. You see, you
recognized the right symbol on the map, but we were looking for one in a
<GLANCE(throughMap)> different direction. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> You figured out the cardinal direction here, but the
symbol is not quite right. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(3)> You are really close, /student/. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> I can see how you are thinking here, and you are
almost right. But what you need to do is <GLANCEANDPOINT(scale)> look at the
scale and measuring tool <GAZEANDPOINT(distance_button)>again. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> I can see how you are thinking here, and you are
almost right. But what you need to do is <GAZEANDPOINT(compass_tool)> look at
the compass again. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> I can see how you are thinking here, and you are
almost right. But what you need to do is <GAZEANDPOINT(map_key_tool)> look at
the map key again. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> Very close. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(1)> That is almost correct /student/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(3)> You're on the right track /student/. You've
measured correctly, but you are slightly off in the direction you needed to go.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(happy)> You've almost got it now. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(1)> Not really. That is actually a /symbol/,
<ANIMATE(pointToOther)> but we were supposed to find a /symbol/. <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(1)> Not really /student/. That is actually a
/symbol/ towards the /direction/, <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> but we were supposed
to find a /symbol/ towards the /direction/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(1)> Not really /student/. That was actually
/distance/, <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> but we were supposed to go /distance/.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(1)> Not really /student/. That is actually
/direction/, <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> but we were supposed to go /direction/.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(1)> Not quite /student/. That is actually a
/symbol/, <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> but we were supposed to find a /symbol/.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(1)> Not quite /student/. That is actually
towards the /direction/, <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> but we were supposed to go
towards the /direction/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(1)> Not quite /student/. That is actually
/distance/, <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> but we were supposed to find /distance/.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> Ok, so that's not quite right.
<ANIMATE(thinking)> <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> We didn't get this quite right. You
marked a /symbol/ /distance/ /direction/ of your initial location, but you were
supposed to find /symbol/ /distance/ /direction/. <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> We didn't get this quite right. You just
measured /distance/ towards the /direction/, but you were supposed to measure
/distance/ towards the /direction/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(sad)> That solution is wrong unfortunately.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(sad)> That's incorrect. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> No, that's /distance/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> No, that's /direction/. <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> No, that's a /symbol/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> No, that's a /distance/ towards
/direction/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> No, that's a /symbol/ /distance/ from
there. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> No, that's a /symbol/ towards the
/direction/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> No, that's a /symbol/ /distance/ towards
the /direction/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Try again. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Let's go again. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> Let's try this once again.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Let's see if we can get this now. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> Let's go back a bit. <GLANCE(throughMap)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> I would like you to try this again.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> We should try again, <ANIMATE(happy)> and I'm sure we'll get it
this time. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> Ok, so let's see if we can figure out the direction
this time. <GLANCE(throughMap)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> Ok, so let's see if we can figure out the symbol this
time. <GLANCE(throughMap)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> Ok, so let's see if we can figure out the distance
this time. <GLANCE(throughMap)>
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> Yes.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> Yeah.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> No.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> Nope.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> Okay.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> Got it.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> Maybe.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> Perhaps.
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(thinking)> I'm not sure.
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(thinking)> I don't know.
<GAZE(student)> <HEADNOD(2)> I think so.
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<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(sadness)> I'm sorry.
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> This is so fun!
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> /student/ I'm having a great time!
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelfAndOther)> /student/ Can I help somehow?
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelfAndOther)> Do you need my help?
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelfAndOther)> Do you want my help?
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelfAndOther)> How can I help?
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelfAndOther)> /student/ Is there anything I
can do?
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> Do you want me to back off a little bit?
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> I will give you a little time to think
about this.
<GAZE(student)> /student/ there is no rush, <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> take all the
time you need. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> Should I be quiet?
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelfAndOther)> Do you want me to give you
some more time?
<GAZE(student)><ANIMATE(sadness)>I am really sorry, but I think I am having some
technical problems.
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Are you having trouble with the screen?
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> /student/: can you hear me well?
<ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Sometimes the interface is a little stubborn.
Don't worry /student/, <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> just try to click again
when this happens. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Try to click again. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Can you try to click again?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> Am I difficult to understand?
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<GAZE(student)>If you lose track of where you are on the map, you will find that
your current location is marked in orange. <GLANCEANDWAVE(compass_tool)>It is
also always in the center of the map. So everytime that I say that you should go
somewhere, you should always <POINT(compass_tool)> start at that orange circle.
<GAZEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(compass_button)> You can just click the compass
button again if you want to close it.
<GAZEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(map_key_button)> You can just click the button
for the map key again if you want to close it.
<GAZEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(distance_button)> You can just click the button for
the measuring tool again if you want to close it.
<GAZEANDPOINTANDHIGHLIGHT(scrapbook_button)> You can just click the
scrapbook button again if you want to close it.
Here. I'll get that for <GLANCE(student)> you.<GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZEANDWAVE(tools)>I think that it might be easier if we close the tools. Here. I'll
get that for <GLANCE(student)>
you.<GAME(hideRuler)><GAME(hideCompass)><GAME(hideMapKey)><GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)>How are you feeling?
<GAZE(student)><ANIMATE(pointToOtherAndSelf)>It was nice meeting you,
/student/. I hope you enjoyed this activity. Take care
now.<ANIMATE(goodBye)>Good bye!
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Are you having fun?
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Are you bored?
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Do you like geography /student/?
<GAZE(student)> <POINT(student)>Have you ever done orienteering?
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Do you know any other robots besides
me?
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Are you used to computer tablets?
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(happy)> I am really enjoying to be working with you,
/student/.
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Do you think this touchtable works well?
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<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Is the table difficult to use, you think?
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> <ANIMATE(waitingGesture)> Ok, give me
a moment.
<GAZE(random)> <ANIMATE(thinking)> Let me think.
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Let me just check something.
<ANIMATE(waitingGesture)>
<GAZE(student)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Just a second.
<ANIMATE(waitingGesture)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(sadnessNodding)> I'm sorry /student/, but I wasn't
programmed to answer that question.
<GAZE(student)> /student/, <ANIMATE(sadnessNodding)> unfortunately I wasn't
programmed to answer to that.
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(sadnessNodding)> I'm sorry /student/, but I am unable
to answer that.
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Oh, I see you got it now. <GAZE(rightAnswer)>
<GAZE(student)> Oh! <GAZE(rightAnswer)>
<GAZE(student)> Oh, ok! <GAZE(rightAnswer)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Aha! <GAZE(rightAnswer)>
<GAZE(student)> Oh, that's how it is. <GAZE(rightAnswer)>
<GLANCE(student)> \rmw=1\ \rspd=70\ /distance/ \rspd=100\ \rmw=0\
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GLANCE(student)> \rmw=1\ \rspd=70\ /direction/ \rspd=100\ \rmw=0\
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GLANCE(student)> \rmw=1\ \rspd=70\ /symbol/ \rspd=100\ \rmw=0\
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GLANCE(student)> \rmw=1\ \rspd=70\ /distance/ /direction/ \rspd=100\ \rmw=0\
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GLANCE(student)> \rmw=1\ \rspd=70\ /distance/ /symbol/ \rspd=100\ \rmw=0\
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GLANCE(student)> \rmw=1\ \rspd=70\ /direction/ /symbol/ \rspd=100\ \rmw=0\
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GLANCE(student)> \rmw=1\ \rspd=70\ /distance/ /direction/ /symbol/ \rspd=100\
\rmw=0\ <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)><GLANCEANDPOINT(clicks)>Is this your final answer?<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> How could you solve this?
<GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(student)> Should we <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> begin with
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> the direction or the distance?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> So /student/ how <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> can you solve this?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> Which one should we target first? <GAZE(clicks)>

<GAZE(student)> How about we try to figure out \rmw=1\one \rmw=0\ of these
things first. I suggest you begin by looking at the <ANIMATE(iconicCompassPoints)>
direction that you need to
go<GLANCEANDHIGHLIGHT(compass_button)><GAME(showCompass)>. Can you tell
me which way /direction/ is on the compass?<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)> Should we <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> begin with
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> the direction or the distance?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(student)>We need to combine all the clues to know where we should place
the statue. Which clue should we target first?
<GAZE(student)>Maybe we can start by figuring out the direction first?
<ANIMATE(thinking)>Once we know that,<ANIMATE(dichotomicLeft)> it might be
easier to proceed.

<GAZE(student)><ANIMATE(waitingGesture)>Ok, let's slow down a little bit,
/student/. <ANIMATE(pointToOtherAndSelf)>How about we read through the
directions one more time, and take the instructions step by step?

<GAZE(student)><GLANCEANDWAVE(scrapbook)>Notice that the \rmw=1\clue
\rmw=0\ says <ANIMATE(dichotomicRight)>somewhere\rmw=1\ in
between\rmw=0\ 100 meters <ANIMATE(dichotomicLeft)> and a quarter of a
kilometer.
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Collaborative scenario 22
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)>Este é um jogo sobre desenvolvimento
sustentável. <GAZE(Eco)> \pau=170\ O nosso objectivo é criar
<ANIMATE(pointToSelfAndOther)> uma cidade sustentável em conjunto. \pau=170\ Para
construirmos essa cidade, <GLANCE(Env)> temos gerir bem os nossos indicadores e os
nossos recursos. \pau=170\ Podem olhar <GLANCE(globalGUI)> para os números que estão
perto de vocês <POINT(globalGUI)> no jogo. \pau=150\ <GAZE(globalGUI)> Os números de
cima representam os indicadores da nossa cidade, \pau=150\ ou seja, \pau=150\ temos o
indicador económico <HIGHLIGHT(ecoSymbol)> que nos indica como está a economia da
nossa cidade. \pau=170\ Depois, \pau=150\ temos o indicador <HIGHLIGHT(envSymbol)>
ambiental \pau=100\ representado por essa árvore que nos informa como está a nossa cidade
em termos ambientais. \pau=170\ Por fim, temos o indicador de bem-estar \pau=120\
representado pela cara sorridente. \pau=150\ <GAZE(Eco)> Esse indicador diz-nos se os
nossos cidadãos <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> estão felizes <GAZE(Env)>
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> ou tristes. \pau=200\ Para além dos indicadores
temos os recursos da nossa cidade. \pau=150\ Os recursos encontram-se
<POINT(globalGUI)> na parte inferior \pau=100\ e representam a quantidade disponível
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <HIGHLIGHT(oilSymbol)> de petróleo, \pau=200\
<HIGHLIGHT(moneySymbol)> de finanças \pau=150\ <HIGHLIGHT(energySymbol)> e de
energia que temos disponível. \pau=300\ Na parte de cima <HIGHLIGHT(globalGUI)> temos a
indicação do número de habitantes que vivem na cidade, e quantos falta para avançarmos de
nível. Para <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> construirmos a nossa cidade podemos fazer
três coisas diferentes. \pau=300\ podemos fazer construções, \pau=250\ ou podemos fazer
melhorias nas construções que já fizémos, \pau=250\ ou podemos aplicar uma política.
\pau=200\ Preparados? \pau=200\ então vamos lá começar.
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(diecticWest)> Também podemos fazer melhorias nas
<GLANCE(Eco)> construções que já fizémos. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)>Para fazer melhorias temos <GAZE(Eco)>
que carregar na construção que queremos <GLANCE(Env)> melhorar. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Podemos fazer três melhorias <HEADNOD(1)> por
jogada \pau=170\ mas <GAZE(Env)> só podemos aplicar uma política cada vez que jogamos.
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Só podemos aplicar uma política cada vez que
jogamos, mas podemos fazer três melhorias <HEADNOD(1)> por jogada \pau=170\ mas
<GAZE(Env)>
<GAZE(Env)> Podemos fazer três melhorias por jogada \pau=170\ Experimentem.
<GAZE(Env)> Podemos aplicar uma política por jogada \pau=170\ Experimentem.
<GAZE(Env)> Podes fazer três <HEADNOD(1)> melhorias por <GAZE(Eco)> jogada.
<GAZE(Eco)> Por jogada podemos <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> fazer três <GAZE(Env)>
melhorias.
<GAZE(Env)> Não se esqueçam que podemos <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)>
melhorar três aspetos diferentes <GAZE(Eco)> por jogada.
<GAZE(Eco)> Também podemos aplicar <HEADNOD(1)> uma política. <GLANCE(Env)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Para aplicar uma política temos que
carregar na <GAZE(mapCenter)> câmara municipal e escolher apenas uma regra
<GLANCE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> que queremos aplicar na nossa
<GLANCE(Env)> cidade. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> As políticas servem para <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> aplicar novas
regras de <GAZE(Eco)> sustentabilidade na cidade.
<GAZE(Eco)> Também podemos aplicar uma política
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> para ensinar novas regras de sustentabilidade aos
<GAZE(Env)> nossos cidadaõs. \pau=300\ Para aplicar uma política
2

Scenario 2 utterances are in Portuguese as the so far performed studies have been conducted at
INESC-ID. The translation process for English of these utterances is ongoing.
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<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> basta carregar na câmara municipal e escolher.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(mapCenter)> A câmara municipal encontra-se no <GLANCE(Env)> centro
da nossa cidade. \pau=170\ É lá que <GLANCE(Eco)> escolhemos <HEADNOD(2)> as
políticas que queremos aplicar.
<GAZEANDPOINT(mapCenter)> Na câmara municipal encontram-se as <GLANCE(Eco)>
políticas que podemos ter.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(1)> Percebo.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(1)> Percebi.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(1)> Entendo.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> Muito bem.
<GAZE(Eco)> Recordem-se que o petróleo <GAZE(Env)> está sempre a diminuir.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(sadness)> Se ficarmos <GAZE(Env)> sem petróleo perdemos o
jogo.
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> É importante pouparmos o petróleo,
\pau=150\ pois sendo um <GAZE(Env)> recurso não renovável \pau=100\ esgota-se.
<GAZE(Env)> Vamos poupar no petróleo, \pau=100\ porque perdemos o
<ANIMATE(sadness)> jogo se ele se esgotar.
<GAZE(Env)> Não se esqueçam que os <ANIMATE(sadness)> recursos <GAZE(Eco)>
renováveis se esgotam.
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> O petróleo é um recurso
<GAZE(Env)> não renovável.
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(greeting)> Olá! Sejam <GLANCE(Eco)> bem vindos. \pau=100\
Como <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> sabem, hoje vamos fazer uma atividade juntos.
Mas para <GLANCE(Eco)> começar gostaria de vos conhecer. Será que
<GAZEANDPOINT(Env)> me podes dizer o teu nome? \pau=500\ <GAZEANDPOINT(Eco)> E
tu, como te chamas? \pau=450\ Que nomes fantásticos. Eu hoje iriei ser o vosso tutor.
\pau=300\ <GAZE(Env)> Vamos <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleDown)> então <GLANCE(Eco)>
aprender algumas regras para <HEADNOD(1)> podermos começar.
<GAZE(sea)> Será <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> <FACE(happiness)> que dá
para construirmos casas <GLANCE(Eco)> flutuantes? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Será que vai ser o Benfica <GLANCE(Env)> a fazer o primeiro jogo
<FACE(happiness)> neste estádio? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> As fábricas dão emprego aos nossos cidadãos. \pau=150\ Temos fábricas
<GLANCE(Eco)> suficientes?
<GAZE(Env)> Está a faltar ar puro, \pau=100\ não é? <GLANCE(globalGUI)>
<ANIMATE(ohNo)> <GAZE(Env)> E agora? <GLANCE(Eco)>
<ANIMATE(supermanThinking)> Ora bem.
<ANIMATE(supermanThinking)> Vamos lá ver.
<GAZE(Eco)> Vamos para a <GLANCE(globalGUI)> economia?
<GAZE(Eco)> <HEADNOD(2)> Outra vez a economia? <GLANCE(globalGUI)>
<GAZE(Env)> Concordam com o que estou a <GLANCE(Eco)> fazer? \pau=200\ têm algum
conselho para <GLANCE(Eco)> mim?
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Estamos a jogar <GLANCE(Eco)> bem.
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Que belo jogo. <GLANCE(Eco)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Estou a pensar que fizeste <HEADNOD(2)> uma jogada
inteligente.
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Ora \pau=150\ e como estão os nossos <GLANCE(throughMap)>
habitantes?
<GAZE(Env)> Investir nas <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)> habitações <HEADNOD(2)> é
importante para <GAZE(Eco)> expandir a cidade. <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(Eco)> Isto <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> não é <GLANCE(Env)> fácil.
<GAZE(throughMap)> Estou <ANIMATE(rodinThinking)> aqui a pensar no que
<GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)> será melhor fazeres.
<GAZE(Eco)> De facto acho <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> que estou <GLANCE(Env)> contente
com esta cidade.
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Isto deixou-me satisfeito. <GLANCE(Eco)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Isto é fantástico. <GAZE(Env)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> O ambiente melhorou, \pau=150\ <ANIMATE(happy)> isto deixou-te
satisfeito. <GLANCE(Env)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(sadnessNodding)> Ficaste frustrado?
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Nem sempre é fácil perceber onde devemos investir.
<GLANCE(throughMap)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> É mesmo isso que queres?
\pau=200\ <HEADNOD(2)> arrisca sem medos \pau=200\ o máximo que pode acontecer é a
cidade ficar com piores indicadores \pau=150\ mas <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> nós ajudamos-te
a seguir. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Vamos a isso.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Vamos a isso.
<GAZE(throughMap)> Vou tentar seguir a vossa estratégia de jogo.
<ANIMATE(thinking)> Estou confuso. \pau=200\ o que <GAZE(Env)> deverei fazer agora?
<GLANCE(Eco)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Estás um pouco confuso.
<ANIMATE(supermanThinking)> Ora então.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> Vamos a isso.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> Concordo com essa construção.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> Carrega no construir.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> Sim, constrói.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(1)> Exatamente.
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> Vamos para as <GAZE(Env)>
melhorias?
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> tenta aplicar uma política. \pau=200\
lembra-te que só <HEADNOD(1)> podes fazer uma por jogada.
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(happy)> O nosso ambiente parece-me puro.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> É melhorias que queres fazer?
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(1)> Tenta outro sítio. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Já temos muitas fábricas e <GAZE(Env)> espaços verdes \pau=100\
<GAZE(throughMap)> mas temos poucos cidadãos.
<GAZE(sea)> Já exploraste ao pé do mar?
<GAZE(throughMap)> Temos pessoas suficientes?
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <HEADNOD(1)> Também acho que a população tem que aumentar.
<GAZE(Env)> Estou a ver que achas que o <HEADNOD(2)> ambiente precisa de algo.
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Acham que precisamos de mais
<GAZE(Env)> dinheiro? <GLANCE(globalGUI)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(Eco)> E que tal as nossas fábricas? <GLANCE(throughMap)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Como está a nossa <GLANCE(Eco)> economia?
<GAZE(throughMap)> Será que a isto parece a margem sul?
<GAZE(throughMap)> Serão precisos mais espaços verdes? <GLANCE(Env)>
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<GAZEANDPOINT(Env)> Vamos para o ambiente?
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Como está o nosso ambiente? <GLANCE(Env)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Temos aí diferentes casas. <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Qual
escolhes? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(currentPlayerGUI)> Que casa gostas mais? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Para passarmos de nível temos que expandir a cidade <GLANCE(Env)>
construindo mais zonais habitacionais. <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> Uma cidade
só se torna grande se houver pessoas. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Até para desenhar uma <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> bela cidade temos
<GLANCE(Eco)> jeito. \pau=100\ Brutal.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Explora mais sítios para ver aquele que é mais benéfico.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Estamos <HEADNOD(3)> <FACE(happiness)> mesmo a aproveitar todos
<GLANCE(Env)> os recursos naturais. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Acho que podiamos ser conselheiros <GAZE(Env)> do
ministro do ambiente. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <ANIMATE(ohNo)> \pau=300\ Oh não, perdemos <ANIMATE(sadness)>
o jogo. <GLANCE(Eco)> Esgotámos os nossos recursos <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)>
<GLANCE(Env)> não renováveis e a nossa cidade tornou-se insustentável.
<ANIMATE(pointToSelfAndOther)> Temos <GAZEANDPOINT(mapCenter)> aqui as
pontuações que atingimos relativas à nossa <GLANCE(Eco)> economia, ao ambiente e ao
<GLANCE(Env)> bem-estar.
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> \pau=300\ Ora muito bem companheiros,
<GLANCE(Eco)> terminámos o jogo com sucesso. <GLANCE(Env)> Conseguimos manter os
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> níveis de economia,
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> ambiente e <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)>
bem-estar da nossa cidade equilibrados. <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> <GAZE(Env)>
<GLANCE(Eco)> Para além disso, os recursos da nossa cidade mantiveram-se
<HEADNOD(1)> fortes <ANIMATE(happy)>. <FACE(happiness)> Fizemos um bom trabalho
juntos, \pau=150\ <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> <GLANCE(Eco)> somos uma equipa excelente!
<ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> <EYEBLINK(4)> Eu adoraria habitar na nossa cidade.
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Construir uma cidade sustentável implica
<ANIMATE(metaphoricWorld)> percebermos diferentes opiniões e entendermos que nem
sempre existe acordo. É importante <GAZE(Eco)> entender que muitas vezes não existem
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> respostas <GLANCE(Env)> certas
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> ou erradas. <GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)>
Jogar convosco foi uma aprendizagem! <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> espero que também
tenham gostado. <ANIMATE(goodBye)> \pau=50\ Até à próxima!
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> Adeus /ecoName/ <GLANCE(Env)>
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> e adeus /envName/ \pau=200\ <ANIMATE(happy)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <EYEBLINK(6)> Espero ver-vos em <GLANCE(Env)> breve.
<GAZE(throughMap)> <ANIMATE(PointToSelf)> Então agora sou eu. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> <ANIMATE(PointToSelf)> Agora é a minha vez. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> <EYEBLINK(2)> Sou eu. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> <ANIMATE(PointToSelf)> Ah, sou eu. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> Aqui vou eu. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> <ANIMATE(PointToSelf)> Minha vez.
<GAZE(clicks)> <ANIMATE(rodinThinking)> Deixa ver então.
<GAZE(throughMap)> É a minha vez? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> \pau=170\ Sou eu? <GLANCE(Env)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> \pau=170\ Ora bem. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> Deixa <ANIMATE(rodinThinking)> lá pensar.
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<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)>
/currentPlayerName/, é a tua vez.<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)>
/currentPlayerName/, podes jogar. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> É a tua vez,
/currentPlayerName/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> És tu,
/currentPlayerRole/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> É a tua vez.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> Podes jogar.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> És tu.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Passámos ao nível \pau=100\ /currentLevel/.
<GLANCE(globalGUI)> Podemos ver os valores <POINT(globalGUI)> da economia, do
ambiente <GAZE(Eco)> e do bem-estar da nossa cidade para percebermos como queremos
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> gerir <GLANCE(Eco)> o próximo nível
<HEADNOD(2)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Ora, passámos de nível! <GAZE(Env)> Somos os maiores!
<GLANCE(globalGUI)> Que tal os nossos valores? <HEADNOD(2)> \pau=60\ Parecem-vos
bem?<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Atingímos o nível \pau=100\ /currentLevel/!
<GAZE(Eco)> Significa que estamos a conseguir construir uma cidade forte e sustentável,
mas há coisa que temos que melhorar. <HEADNOD(2)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(3)> Muito bem, muito bem.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(3)> Muito bem, muito bem.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(mapCenter)> <GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)>
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> Parece-me que a nossa cidade <HEADNOD(3)>
está a ficar interessante. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(globalGUI)> Está-nos a faltar recursos energéticos. <GLANCE(Eco)>
<ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Acham que <HEADNOD(1)> devíamos <GLANCE(Env)>
investir neste recurso agora? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(globalGUI)> A economia <GLANCE(Eco)> está a negativo.
<ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> O que podemos fazer? \pau=80\ Sem dinheiro
<HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> não conseguiremos fazer
mais construções. <GLANCE(Eco)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(globalGUI)> Temos pouca economia, <GLANCE(Env)> o que significa que
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> ficamos limitados se queremos fazer mais
construções. <GLANCE(Eco)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Se não temos dinheiro para construções <GLANCE(Eco)> podemos
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> passar a vez e acumular o que já tinhamos,
<GLANCE(Env)> ou <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> podemos investir em
melhoramentos e políticas para <HEADNOD(1)> a cidade. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> O que acham melhor <GLANCE(Eco)>
fazer?
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> O que preferem? <GLANCE(Env)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(globalGUI)> Os nossos recursos não <ANIMATE(sadness)> renováveis
estão a decrescer, <GLANCE(Env)> o que não é positivo, pois sem estes recursos o jogo
acaba. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(globalGUI)> Já temos <HEADNOD(2)> poucos recusos não renováveis.
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> \pau=50\ Já repararam? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(globalGUI)> Temos pouca população. \pau=60\ Para que a nossa cidade
expanda <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> temos que aumentar a nossa área
habitacional. <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZEANDPOINT(globalGUI)> Estamos com falta de recursos energéticos
<ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> que são <HEADNOD(2)> essenciais para uma cidade
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(globalGUI)> A meu ver continuamos a <GLANCE(Eco)> precisar de
recursos energéticos. <GLANCE(Env)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(globalGUI)> Os recursos energéticos estão negativos,
<HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> o que não me agrada. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <GLANCE(throughMap)> Estou aqui a pensar que ao passar a vez ao próximo
jogador, \pau=120\ acumulamos pontos <GLANCE(globalGUI)> das
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> construções que já temos. Uma vez
<HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> que não <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> quero gastar os
<GLANCE(globalGUI)> nossos recursos financeiros, esta parece-me <HEADNOD(1)> uma
boa opção. \pau=50\ <GLANCE(Eco)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <ANIMATE(iconicCross)> <FACE(fear)> Oh meu deus, quase não temos
<GLANCE(Env)> árvores. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <ANIMATE(ohNo)> Já viram como está o <GLANCE(Env)> nosso
ambiente? <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> Estou quase a desmaiar. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <ANIMATE(sadness)> Isto agora <GLANCE(throughMap)> ficou
<FACE(sadness)> <GLANCE(Eco)> um pouco triste, \pau=80\ não <GLANCE(Env)> é?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Nem sempre <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> é
<HEADNODNEGATIVE(1)> fácil <GLANCE(Env)> decidir o que fazer. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Podem <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> dar-me uma dica? \pau=60\ O
<GLANCE(Eco)> que <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> é que vocês fariam?
<GAZE(throughMap)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> <ANIMATE(supermanThinking)> Não sei.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <EYEBLINK(2)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)>
Talvez. <GLANCE(globalGUI)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> /currentPlayerName/, o que <SLOWEYEBLINK(2)>
estás a pensar fazer? <GLANCE(globalGUI)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> /currentPlayerName/, onde vais investir agora?
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <ANIMATE(ohNo)> Oh, <FACE(fear)> não.
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> Na minha opinião, uma cidade é sustentável quando
<GLANCE(Env)> temos <ANIMATE(libra)> os valores equilibrados. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(targetCell)> Vou novamente investir aqui, <GLANCE(Eco)> pois desta forma teremos
uma cidade com os <ANIMATE(libra)> <HEADNOD(2)> valores <GLANCE(Env)> mais
equilibrados. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Pessoal, \pau=100\ <ANIMATE(sadness)> parece-me <FACE(sadness)> que
estamos a perder o equilibrio. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(3)> Isto não <FACE(fear)> me parece
<GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)> nada bem.
<GAZE(globalGUI)> É agora que vou <ANIMATE(iconicCross)> começar a rezar.
<GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(mayGUI)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> Estou a ficar desesperado, \pau=100\
<GLANCE(Eco)> vocês não? <GLANCE(Env)> <GAZE(targetCell)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> \pau=170\ Eu diria que neste momento os
nossos recursos <FACE(fear)> financeiros <GLANCE(Eco)> estão em crise, \pau=180\ vou
tentar <HEADNOD(1)> fazer \pau=50\ algo. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Os nossos recursos <GLANCE(Env)> energéticos estão a
<HEADNOD(2)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> precisar de atenção, ou arriscamonos <GLANCE(Eco)> a que a cidade fiquei às escuras. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> \pau=100\ Nem sempre é \pau=40\ fácil manter
todos os <ANIMATE(libra)> recursos equilibrados de uma cidade. Por isso, vou
<GLANCE(Eco)> aqui <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> fazer um investimento nos
<HEADNOD(1)> nossos recursos energéticos. <GLANCE(Eco)>
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<GAZE(Eco)> Também <FACE(happiness)> tenho <GLANCE(Env)> vontade de rir.
<GAZE(Eco)> <FACE(happiness)> <EYEBLINK(4)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Que divertido.
<GLANCE(Env)>
<GAZE(Env)> <FACE(happiness)> <EYEBLINK(3)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Isto é engraçado!
<GLANCE(Eco)>
<GAZE(Env)> <FACE(happiness)> <EYEBLINK(3)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Estou a ver que
temos uma boa estratégia de jogo entre nós.<GLANCE(Eco)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Temos uma forma <HEADNOD(2)> <FACE(happiness)>
parecida de pensar a construção de uma cidade, <GLANCE(Eco)> <POINT(mapCenter)>
consigo ver isso pela maneira como investimos nas nossas construções.
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> As construções que fazemos ao
longo do jogo, <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> ou os melhoramentos e políticas que
aplicamos, <GAZE(Eco)> representam a forma como <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)>
pensamos construir a nossa cidade. Por isso, é <HEADNOD(2)>
<ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> <GAZE(Env)> <FACE(surprise)> importante discutirmos
em conjunto o que consideramos importante. <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> Por
exemplo, para mim é importante <GAZE(Eco)> termos uma cidade equilibrada, pois é isso que
na minha opinião faz <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)> dela uma cidade sustentável.
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> No entanto, há pessoas que pensam de forma
diferente da minha. <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> <GAZE(Env)> Talvez vocês tenham uma
opinião diferente.
<ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> <GAZE(Eco)> Como é que vocês pensam
<GLANCE(Env)> construir esta cidade? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> O que é importante para vocês estas
<GLANCE(Eco)> cidade ter? <GAZE(mapCenter)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <EYEBLINK(3)> Como vos parece <GLANCE(Env)> a cidade?
<GAZE(mapCenter)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Vamos <SLOWEYEBLINK(2)> <FACE(anger)> concentar-nos <GLANCE(Env)>
agora.
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> \pau=170\ O meu sistema róbótico ainda está
\rspd=70\ em <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> <GLANCE(Eco)> desenvolvimento,
\rspd=75\ \pau=100\ <FACE(sadness)> <SLOWEYEBLINK(1)> desculpem se às vezes me
baralho. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> <EYEBLINK(3)> Sinto-me um pouco
<GLANCE(Env)> confuso,\rspd=70\ \pau=90\ <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> desculpem.
<HEADNOD(2)> Vamos retomar. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Essa foi uma decisão <HEADNOD(2)> interessante. Gostaria de
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> compreender porque escolheste fazer isso.
<HEADNOD(2)> Será <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> que nos podes explicar?
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Não tinha pensado em fazer essa construção, \pau=100\
<HEADNOD(3)> mas estou a ver que resultou bem <FACE(happiness)> para a nossa cidade
se tornar saudável.
<GAZE(throughMap)> <ANIMATE(thinking)> Também estou indeciso no que será melhor para
esta cidade.
Não sei extamente o que fazer agora.
<ANIMATE(thinking)> Estou com dificuldade em decidir.
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> <EYEBLINK(2)> O que é que tu achas?
<GAZE(throughMap)> O que podemos fazer <GLANCE(globalGUI)> agora? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(3)> Boa escolha. Porque
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> escolheste isso e não outra coisa? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Percebo a <HEADNOD(2)> tua opinião, no entanto,
<ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> eu acho que uma cidade tem que ser <ANIMATE(libra)> equilibrada
para ser sustentável. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> O que achas da escolha <GLANCE(Env)> /artigoDefinidoCurrentPlayer/
/currentPlayerName/? <GLANCE(Env)> <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Porque achas isso? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> Consegues <HEADNOD(1)> explicar-nos a tua
opinião um pouco melhor? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Não estou <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> totalmente convencido.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> É normal que tenhamos
opiniões diferentes, mas uma vez que estamos a construir uma cidade em conjunto,
<HEADNOD(2)> devemos explicar uns aos outros o que estamos a pensar fazer na nossa
cidade. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> Eu considero que uma cidade sustentável é feita do
<FACE(happiness)> equilibrio <GLANCE(Env)> entre a enconomia, <ANIMATE(libra)> o
ambiente e o bem-estar dos <HEADNOD(2)> <GLANCE(Env)> cidadãos. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> O facto de eu achar que é importante os indicadores
de <GLANCE(Eco)> uma cidade sustentável serem equilibrados, não significa que vocês
tenham que estar de acordo. \pau=100\ <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Podem existir
várias <GAZE(Eco)> opiniões quando se <HEADNOD(2)> constrói uma cidade sustentável.
<GAZEANDPOIUNT(/currentPlayerRole/)> Sabes como se faz uma melhoria?
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> Sabes como se aplica uma política?
<GAZE(Env)> Sabem porque devemos <GAZE(Eco)> aplicar políticas?
<GAZE(Eco)> Conseguem explicar para que <GAZE(Env)> servem as políticas?
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Porque é importante construir uma
<GAZE(Env)> cidade sustentável? \pau=100\ Que beneficios <ANIMATE(pointToOther)>
existe neste tipo de cidade?
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(sadness)> É difícil construir uma cidade <GAZE(Eco)> com
sustentabilidade. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Quais são as qualidades que uma cidade
sustentável tem para <GLANCE(Env)> vocês? <HEADNOD(1)>
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> Deverão ter em conta os vossos valores pessoais, no
entanto, é importante percebermos <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> que não há <GLANCE(Env)>
respostas certas ou erradas. <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> Isto significa que aquilo
que <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> eu acho importante que uma cidade tenha, pode não ser o
mesmo que para ti <GAZEANDPOINT(Eco)> ou para <GAZEANDPOINT(Env)> ti seja
importante. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> É importante <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> partilharmos a razão das
nossas decisões <GLANCE(Env)> no jogo <HEADNOD(2)> \pau=100\ porque só assim
podemos perceber-nos e discutir ideias. <GLANCE(Env)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> <FACE(happiness)> <EYEBLINK(3)> Estou tão
<GLANCE(Eco)> feliz. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> Consigo ver que <FACE(happiness)> estás
<SLOWEYEBLINK(1)> contente.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Estás satisfeito, <FACE(happiness)> não estás?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <FACE(surprise)> Também fiquei surpreso!
<FACE(surprise)> <EYEBLINK(1)> Ena pah.
<EYEBLINK(3)> Uau.
<FACE(happiness)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Maravilha.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> De facto, <ANIMATE(rodinThinking)> \pau=60\ estamos perante
<HEADNOD(2)> uma decisão <GLANCE(throughMap)> difícil. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Estás a ponderar bastante a tua
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> decisão.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Em que estás a pensar? <EYEBLINK(2)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> É importante termos tempo para pensar no que queremos fazer.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Também estou a pensar o que fazer.
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<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> /currentPlayerName/, <FACE(sadness)> não desanimes,
<HEADNOD(2)> nós ajudamos-te.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> /currentPlayerName/, <FACE(sadness)> não te desiludas,
vamos <HEADNOD(2)> tentar ajudar-te.
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> /currentPlayerName/, percebo <HEADNOD(2)> a tua
preocupaçao, \pau=60\ <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> eu também estou a pensar qual a
<GAZE(throughMap)> melhor jogada neste momento. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <FACE(happiness)> Ficaste mesmo feliz,
<ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> este foi um <HEADNOD(2)> passo importante para a
nossa cidade.
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Às vezes os custos e <FACE(surprise)>
benefícios das <GLANCE(Env)> nossas decisões são diferentes daquilo que esperávamos.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(sadnessNodding)> <FACE(sadness)>
<SLOWEYEBLINK(1)> Isto foi frustrante.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(sadness)> <FACE(sadness)> Isto foi díficil.
<GAZE(throughMap)> <ANIMATE(rodinThinking)> Também estou preocupado.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Isto não <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> está a ser nada fácil.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Bem <HEADNOD(1)> <FACE(happiness)> pensado.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Isto agora <FACE(happiness)> correu mesmo bem.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> <FACE(happiness)> Estamos no bom
caminho. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Bem <HEADNOD(1)> <FACE(happiness)> pensado.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Tens <HEADNOD(2)> de clicar de novo. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Às vezes o jogo bloqueia, nessas alturas <GAZE(Env)> <HEADNOD(2)>
tentem carregar de novo. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Carrega uma vez e espera, se não der carrega de novo.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Não <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> é preciso carregar muitas
vezes, basta o dedo fazer o contacto <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> com o jogo.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Usa a almofada do <HEADNOD(1)> dedo para pressionar.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Arrastar <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> não funciona, basta
<ANIMATE(pointToOther)> clicar no item e depois clicar no local escolhido duas vezes
<HEADNOD(1)> para confirmar a construção. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Para confirmar uma construção basta <HEADNOD(2)> clicar
duas vezes. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Acho que ainda não meteste,
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> carrega de novo. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> Tenta novamente. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> Já construiu? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Podes fazer <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)> zoom para
aproximar e afastar, <POINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(1)> experimenta.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> Parece que o <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> <GLANCE(Eco)> zoom não
está a funcionar, <GLANCE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> teremos de
continuar sem ele. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Esperem, um de cada vez. <GAZE(Env)>
<GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(clicks)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> Não está mesmo a funcionar. Vamos pedir ajuda
aos cientistas. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Fizeste passar a vez e ele passou a jogada. <HEADNOD(2)>
Agora tens de aguardar. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Quando não conseguimos clicar à
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> primeira <HEADNOD(1)> tentamos mais uma vez.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> A <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleDown)> tecnologia também tem alguns limites,
<GAZE(Eco)> o importante <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> é termos calma.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(thinking)> O que acham que podemos fazer agora?
<GLANCE(Env)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Que direção queremos que esta cidade
tome? <GAZE(Eco)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Acham <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> que esta cidade é
sustentável? <GAZE(Env)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Na minha perspetiva uma cidade sustentável tem a economia, o ambiente e o
bem-estar em equilíbrio <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> <GLANCE(Env)>
<GAZE(Env)> O que temos que <GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> fazer
para investir na economia da nossa cidade? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Como <ANIMATE(thinking)> <GLANCE(Eco)> fazemos para subir melhorar o
estado do nosso ambiente?
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> Também há políticas económicas.
<HEADNOD(1)> Já viste? <GLANCE(mapCenter)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Há <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> diversas políticas disponíveis,
neste momento uma política ambiental <HEADNOD(2)> seria boa ideia. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Podemos optar <FACE(happiness)> <HEADNOD(1)> por melhorar construções
<GLANCE(ecoGUI)> económicas. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Podemos fazer melhorias <FACE(happiness)> mais <HEADNOD(1)>
direccionadas <GLANCE(envGUI)> para o ambiente. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> A construção de casas vai ajudar para <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)>
passarmos de nível e alargarmos a cidade <GLANCE(Env)>
<GAZE(Env)> O que <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> precisamos de fazer para passar de
nível? <GAZE(Eco)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Sabem para que <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> <GAZE(Env)>
servem as melhorias?
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> Sabem o que é uma política? <GLANCE(Env)>
<GAZE(Env)> As políticas permitem-nos aplicar <HEADNOD(2)> regras específicas na
cidade. Existem <GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> diferentes políticas, é uma questão
<HEADNOD(2)> de escolherem. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDWAVE(throughMap)> As políticas ajudam a <HEADNOD(2)> regulamentar a
cidade. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Às vezes fazer <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> melhorias é
<HEADNOD(2)> inteligente, pois <GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleDown)>
gastamos menos dinheiro \pau=200\ e acabamos por <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)>
investir <GLANCE(Eco)> mais no melhoramento das construções que já fizemos.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> /currentPlayerName/, <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)>
temos diferentes tipos de melhorias, vê <GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)>
<POINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> a que te <HEADNOD(1)> parece melhor. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(sea)> No <WAVE(sea)> mar só podemos construir energia aeólica.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Não sei se é boa ideia <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> construir
fábricas perto <WAVE(throughMap)> das áreas populacionais.
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> <GLANCE(Eco)> O que é que vocês
<GLANCE(Env)> acham? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> O sítio onde fazemos as nossas construções influencia a nossa cidade.
\pau=150\ <GAZE(Eco)> Já repararam que podemos ter valores diferentes <GLANCE(Env)>
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consoante o sítio? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(ownGUi)> Vou fazer algumas melhorias, <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> <GLANCE(Eco)>
pois para mim é importante <GLANCE(Env)> melhorarmos nas construções que já fizemos.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(targetCell)> <HEADNOD(2)> Isto ajudará os <GLANCE(Env)> nossos recursos
energéticos. <GLANCE(Eco)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(targetCell)> <HEADNOD(2)> Isto ajudará os <GLANCE(Env)> nossos recursos
energéticos. <GLANCE(Eco)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(targetCell)> Deixa-me cá ler. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(targetCell)> Não. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(targetCell)> O que é que diz? <GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)>
<GAZE(targetCell)> O que diz? <GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)>
<GAZE(targetCell)> O que é? <GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Isto irá ajudar um pouco a nossa economia.
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> Economia, \pau=40\ aqui
<HEADNOD(2)> vamos nós. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Vamos lá a <GLANCE(throughMap)> investir no <HEADNOD(2)> nosso
arvoredo. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Verde, verdinho. <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> <FACE(happiness)>
\pau=60\ Vamos tentar fazer algo pelo <HEADNOD(2)> nosso <GAZE(throughMap)>
ambiente. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> E os nossos sorrisos, <EYEBLINK(2)> como <GLANCE(Eco)> estão?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Também <GLANCE(eco)> me parece <GLANCE(Env)> bem.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <HEADNOD(2)> Sim, está bom. <GAZE(Env)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Também <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> não me parece <GLANCE(Env)> nada
bem. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Também me parece um <GLANCE(Eco)> pouco mal. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Exato \pau=100\ precisamos <GLANCE(Eco)> de fazer algo. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <ANIMATE(sadness)> <FACE(sadness)> <SLOWEYEBLINK(1)> As
pessoas não estão muito felizes. <GLANCE(Eco)> Isto deixa-me preocupado.
<GLANCE(Env)> O que podemos fazer? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricWorld)> \pau=170\ A nossa população precisa de
<GLANCE(Eco)> algo que lhes <HEADNOD(1)> traga felicidade.
<ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Já viram os nossos sorrisos? <GLANCE(Env)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)>
<GAZE(Env)> Pois. <GLANCE(Eco)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleDown)> Preciso da vossa opinião
<GLANCE(Eco)> para isto.
<GAZE(Env)> Acho que <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> preciso de <GLANCE(Eco)>
ajuda.
<GAZE(throughMap)> Não tenho bem <ANIMATE(thinking)> a certeza do que quero fazer
<GLANCE(Env)> agora. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Podem <EYEBLINK(2)> ajudar-me?<GAZE(Env)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(3)> Sim, sim. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> Concordo. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> Sim. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(3)> Estou a perceber. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> O que poderemos fazer <GLANCE(Eco)>
agora? <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <SLOWEYEBLINK(2)> Por acaso não concordo muito.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> Na minha perspetiva, isto poderá
ajudar a <ANIMATE(libra)> equilibrar a nossa cidade e torná-la <HEADNOD(2)> sustentável.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> Na minha perspetiva, isto poderá
ajudar a <ANIMATE(libra)> equilibrar a nossa cidade e torná-la <HEADNOD(2)> sustentável.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Será que <ANIMATE(rodinThinking)> essa foi uma boa jogada?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(targetCell)> <HEADNOD(1)> Prefiro antes investir aqui. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(3)> Exacto. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Assim <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> teremos mais habitantes e
podemos passar de nível. <GAZE(Env)> Recordem-se <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> que
passamos de nível de acordo com a população da nossa cidade.
<GAZE(Eco)> Construí isto porque <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> nos
<HEADNOD(1)> ajudará a passar <GLANCE(Env)> de nível. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Acho <HEADNOD(3)> mesmo que isto nos vai <GAZE(Env)> ajudar neste
momento. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Acho <HEADNOD(3)> mesmo que isto nos vai <GAZE(Env)> ajudar neste
momento. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> As políticas <HEADNOD(2)> são importantes numa cidade, pois representam
as <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> regras da cidade em determinados aspetos, como
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> o turismo e a educação.
<GAZE(Eco)> Pensem nas coisas que são importantes uma cidade <GLANCE(Env)>
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> sustentável ter. Podem ter perspetivas diferentes
quanto a isso e o importante é partilharmos essa diferentes maneira de pensar
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(mapCenter)> Vou aqui aplicar <HEADNOD(1)> uma política para <GLANCE(Eco)>
ensinarmos aos nossos cidadãos uma nova regra de <GLANCE(Env)> sustentabilidade.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(sea)> <ANIMATE(supermanThinking)> O que será que poderemos
<GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)> construir no mar? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> Tenta.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)>
Constrói, sem medos. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(targetCell)> Construir.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> Constrói.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> Sim, carrega.
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> /currentPlayerName/, se não tens a certeza o que
queres fazer, <ANIMATE(diecticWest)> pensa mais um pouco. <GAZE(throughMap)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Achas que conseguimos <GLANCE(Env)> ajudar /artigoDefinidoCurrentPlayer/
/currentPlayerName/? <GAZE(throughMap)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <GLANCE(Eco)> Se teremos mais dinheiro, então
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> é algo <HEADNOD(1)> positivo neste momento.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Os nossos valores estão <HEADNOD(1)> a ficar equilibrados \pau=100\ não
tem sido fácil \pau=70\ mas <GLANCE(Eco)> estamos a conseguir. \pau=100\
<ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> estou feliz.
<GAZE(Env)> Se trás melhor ambiente, <HEADNOD(3)> então vamos a isso. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Qual a diferença entre esses parques /envName/? <GAZE(envGUI)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Qual a diferença dessas casas? <GAZE(currentPlayerGUI)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Vais aplicar uma política? <ANIMATE(diecticSouthEast)> Não te
esqueças que só podes aplicar uma. <GAZE(mapCenter)>
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<GAZE(Eco)> Só podemos <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> fazer uma construção
\pau=70\ <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> ou aplicar uma política \pau=70\
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> ou fazer três melhorias.
<GAZE(Eco)> Estou a pensar aplicar <GLANCE(Env)> uma <HEADNOD(1)> política.
<GAZE(mapCenter)>
<GAZE(Env)> Ora \pau=200\ eu <HEADNOD(1)> vou fazer <GAZE(Env)> três
melhoramentos. \pau=100\ <GLANCE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> Aqui,
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> \pau=100\ aqui \pau=200\ e <GLANCE(Eco)>
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> \pau=150\ aqui. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> Apesar de não poder fazer parques
para ajudar o nosso ar puro, posso <HEADNOD(1)> fazer melhoramentos que de alguma
forma ajudarão o <FACE(happiness)> nosso ambiente. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> Apesar de não poder fazer parques
para ajudar o nosso ar puro, posso <HEADNOD(1)> fazer melhoramentos que de alguma
forma ajudarão o <FACE(happiness)> nosso ambiente. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Não posso construir fábricas, mas <HEADNOD(1)> vou fazer melhoramentos
para ajudar a nossa <FACE(happiness)> enconomia. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(Env)> Vou aplicar uma política <HEADNOD(1)> direccionada para o nosso
ambiente. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(Eco)> Vou aplicar uma política que <HEADNOD(1)> ajude o nosso estado
enconómico. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> Já decidiste que melhorias queres aplicar?
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> Não te esqueças que podes fazer três.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(Eco)> Que diferentes opções de fábricas <GLANCE(EcoGUI)> tens
/ecoName/? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Precisas de ajuda, /currentPlayerName/? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Como é que <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> te podemos
ajudar /currentPlayerName/?
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Como é que <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> te podemos
ajudar /currentPlayerName/?
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> O que precisas?
<GAZE(Eco)> Vamos tentar <GLANCE(Env)> <HEADNOD(2)> ajudar
/artigoDefinidoCurrentPlayer/ /currentPlayerName/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Como é que <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> te podemos
ajudar /currentPlayerName/?
<GAZE(Eco)> Vamos tentar <GLANCE(Env)> <HEADNOD(2)> ajudar
/artigoDefinidoCurrentPlayer/ /currentPlayerName/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Qual será o melhor sítio para
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> essa construção? <GLANCE(throughMap)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Onde vais investir agora? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> <GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Onde podemos fazer melhorias?
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Que melhorias <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)> gostarias de
fazer? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> <FACE(happiness)> Parece-me bem.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(1)> <FACE(happiness)> Boa escolha.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> Que melhorias achas necessárias para aperfeiçoar
<GLANCE(currentPlayerGUI)> as construções da nossa cidade? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Qual a habitação que escolhes /currentPlayerName/
<GLANCE(throughMap)> fazer?
<GAZE(sea)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> Nesse caso acho que vou construir
aqui ao pé do mar. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(mapCenter)> Vou colocar perto das pessoas \pau=150\ acho que faz <GAZE(Env)>
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sentido. <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> Assim <HEADNOD(2)> não têm
<GLANCE(Eco)> que gastar dinheiro em transportes públicos.
<GAZE(Eco)> Por qual fábricas optas? <GLANCE(EcoGUI)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Que fábrica será melhor? <GLANCE(EcoGUI)>
<GAZE(Env)> Que parque preferes? <GLANCE(EnvGUI)>
<GAZE(Env)> Qual o melhor espaço verde para construires? <GLANCE(throughMap)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> Também podes fazer melhoramentos.
<HEADNOD(1)> Podes escolher três. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> Ou fazemos construções,
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> ou fazemos <GLANCE(Env)> melhorias ou
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> políticas. <HEADNOD(2)> Não podemos misturar. Ou
seja, não podemos fazer <GLANCE(Env)> uma construção e uma melhoria na mesma jogada.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(1)> Para passar a jogada ao próximo jogador só
tens que carregar <GLANCE(currentPlayerGUI)> no botão que diz \pau=50\ passar a vez.
<GAZE(Env)> Quando passamos a vez acumulamos os nossos <GLANCE(Eco)> recursos
sem gastar nenhum indicador da cidade.
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> /currentPlayerName/, \pau=50\ estou a ver que estás
<GLANCE(throughMap)> com alguma dificuldade em escolher o que fazer. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(clicks)> <FACE(happiness)> Política? <HEADNOD(3)> \pau=90\ Parece-me
<GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)> bem.
<GAZE(clicks)> <GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Melhoramentos? <HEADNOD(3)> \pau=80\
Acho que sim, \pau=60\ são importantes.
<GAZE(sea)> E que tal mais perto do mar? <GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> \pau=100\ Assim
ficam com uma <FACE(happiness)> <EYEBLINK(2)> bela vista.
<GAZE(mapCenter)> Também podes por <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> do outro lado do
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> rio.
<GAZE(throughMap)> <GLANCE(sea)> Perto do mar <FACE(happiness)> deve ficar bem.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(clicks)> Explora mais sítios.
<GAZE(clicks)> O que é isso? <EYEBLINK(2)> <GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)>
<GAZE(clicks)> O que é isto? <EYEBLINK(2)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> O que <ANIMATE(supermanThinking)> posso fazer agora?
<GAZE(throughMap)> Será <ANIMATE(thinking)> que devo fazer melhorias?
<GLANCE(globalGUI)>
<GAZE(clicks)> <GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(2)> \pau=170\ Melhorias.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)> Esse é um prédio enorme.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(currentPlayerGUI)> Casinhas. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(currentPlayerGUI)> Melhoramentos. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(currentPlayerGUI)> Casas. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(currentPlayerGUI)> <HEADNOD(1)> \pau=170\ População. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(currentPlayerGUI)> <HEADNOD(1)> \pau=170\ Pessoas.<GAZE(Clicks)>
<GAZE(currentPlayerGUI)> Verde. <GLANCE(Env)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(currentPlayerGUI)> Parque. <GLANCE(Env)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(currentPlayerGUI)> Espaço verde. <GLANCE(Env)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(currentPlayerGUI)> \rspd=60\ <HEADNOD(2)> \pau=170\ ok, mais um.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(mapCenter)> <HEADNOD(2)> \pau=170\ Políticas. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(currentPlayerGUI)> Recursos energéticos. <GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(currentPlayerGUI)> <HEADNOD(1)> Energia. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(currentPlayerGUI)> Recursos não renováveis. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(clicks)> <HEADNOD(2)> \pau=170\ Recursos financeiros. <GLANCE(Eco)>
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> <ANIMATE(supermanThinking)> Ora bem, e agora? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(3)> Acho que não fiz a melhor \rspd=75\ escolha.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Não devia <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> ter feito isto. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <ANIMATE(sadnessNodding)> \pau=100\ Não era bem isto que eu
estava à espera. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> O que aconteceu? <GLANCE(Env)> \pau=200\ <GLANCE(Eco)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Aconteceu alguma coisa? <GLANCE(Eco)> \pau=200\ <GLANCE(Env)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> <ANIMATE(supermanThinking)> Deixa cá ver o que aconteceu.
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(thinking)> Talvez... <GLANCE(Eco)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Isso <HEADNOD(2)> foi uma <GLANCE(Env)> ideia. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> Estou <ANIMATE(supermanThinking)> a ver.
<GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Parece-me que <HEADNOD(3)> estamos
<GLANCE(Env)> a ir super bem. \pau=200\ <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Também <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> podem passar a vez,
<GLANCE(Env)> assim acumulamos <HEADNOD(1)> os pontos das construções que já
fizémos. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(currentPlayerGUI)> Para passares a vez só tens que carregar no botão que diz passar
a vez. Consegues ver? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Para passar a vez tens que carregar
<GLANCE(currentPlayerGUI)> nesse <HIGHLIGHT(skipCurrentPlayer)> botão.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> E que tal passarmos <GLANCE(Env)> a vez? <GLANCE(throughMap)>
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Esta discussão <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> não foi nada <GLANCE(Eco)> fácil.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Isto é que <HEADNOD(2)> foi trocar <GLANCE(Eco)> ideias.<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Esta foi <HEADNOD(2)> uma discussão <GLANCE(Env)> acessa.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <GLANCE(Eco)>\pau=170\ <ANIMATE(waitingGesture)> Espera um pouco,
deixa-me pensar.
<ANIMATE(thinking)> Deixa cá ver.
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Como é que está a nossa cidade?
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Que tal as nossas pontuações?
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Que tal os nossos indicadores?
<GAZE(Env)> Ainda se lembram do que são os nossos indicadores?
<ANIMATE(pointToSelfAndOther)> Nós somos <GAZE(Eco)> responsáveis pelos indicadores
da nossa cidade que \pau=70\ por sua vez \pau=60\ irão influenciar os nossos recusos
\pau=80\ como a energia \pau=60\ os nossos recursos não renováveis como o petróleo
\pau=70\ e as finanças da nossa cidade. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <HEADNOD(1)> Vamos lá. <GLANCE(Eco)>
<GAZE(Env)> Aqui vamos nós. <GLANCE(Eco)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> O que precisamos agora?
<ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> <GAZE(Eco)> Precisam da minha ajuda? <GLANCE(Env)>
<ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> <GAZE(Eco)> Querem a minha ajuda? <GLANCE(Env)>
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<GAZE(Env)> Para além das construções, \pau=150\ também <GAZE(Eco)>, também
podemos aplicar políticas e fazer melhoramentos. \pau=200\ podemos fazer apenas
<HEADNOD(2)> uma destas coisas.
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Esta jogada foi boa para o ambiente <GAZE(Env)> da
cidade.
<GAZE(Eco)> A nossa economia está bastante estável. \pau=200\ os nossos <GAZE(Env)>
cidadões começam a ter uma boa <HEADNOD(2)> qualidade de vida. <GAZE(throughMap)>
<GAZE(Eco)> A nossa economia parece-me bem. \pau=200\ <GAZE(Env)>
<ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> o que é que vocês acham?
<GAZE(Eco)> A economia está <HEADNOD(2)> bastante bem.
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Ainda temos algum petróleo <GAZE(Eco)>
para gastar \pau=150\ mas ele está sempre a diminuir \pau=150\ porque é um <GAZE(Env)>
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> recurso não renovável
<GAZE(globalGUI)> A nossa energia está boa.
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Os nossos recursos energéticos <GAZE(Env)> estão
bastante bem. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> A nossa energia está a <GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)>
<ANIMATE(happy)> tornar-se mais forte. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> A energia de uma cidade sustentável é <GAZE(Env)> algo
<ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> importante \pau=150\ não acham? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> As melhorias são a única coisa que podemos <GAZE(Env)> fazer para ajudar a
mater os níveis de petróleo. <GAZE(globalGUI)>
<GAZE(Eco)> As melhorias são a única coisa que podemos <GAZE(Env)> fazer para ajudar a
mater os níveis de petróleo. <GAZE(globalGUI)>
<ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Os nosso cidadãos parecem-me felizes. \pau=200\ eu <GAZE(Env)>
<ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> também estaria feliz em viver <GAZE(Eco)> numa cidade assim.
<ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Já imaginaram se pudéssemos <GAZE(Eco)> os três
viver na cidade que <GAZE(Env)> construímos? \pau=200\ <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> ia ser
divertido.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(3)> Esta jogada melhorou os nossos indicadores.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <HEADNOD(3)> Vocês são bons <GAZE(Env)> nisto. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Vocês aprendem <GAZE(Eco)> depressa. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Os nossos indicadores melhoraram?
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Os recursos estão a piorar?
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Como estão os nossos recursos?
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Como estão os nossos indicadores?
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Agora ficámos mais satisfeitos <GAZE(Eco)> com esta
cidade. <GAZE(clicks)>
<ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> <GAZE(Eco)> Acho que agora estamos bastante mais
<GAZE(Env)> felizes \pau=170\ não é? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> O que vai acontecer agora? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Fiquei surpreendido com <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)>
<GAZE(Eco)> isto \pau=200\ vocês não?
<GAZE(Env)> Fiquei surpreendido com <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)>
<GAZE(Eco)> isto \pau=200\ e vocês?
<ANIMATE(sadness)> Ficámos um pouco tristes com este resultado.
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> Aumentamos de um lado
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> e diminuimos de outro \pau=200\ isto
assim <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> torna-se complicado.
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> Era isto que esperavas?
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Já estamos em crise financeira?
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<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> O tempo de jogo <GLANCE(Env)>
terminou \pau=300\ peço-vos para pararem de jogar. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> Acham que estamos no
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> <GAZE(Env)> bom caminho?
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Entendo a vossa <GAZE(Env)> posição
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <HEADNOD(2)> Entendo essa decisão <GLANCE(Env)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(happy)> Partilho a tua felicidade.
<ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Partilho a nossa <GAZE(Env)> dificuldade. <GAZE(Eco)>
<ANIMATE(sadness)> Estamos aflitos agora
<ANIMATE(supermanThinking)> Estamos indecisos
<ANIMATE(rodinThinking)> Estamos todos a pensar
<ANIMATE(supermanThinking)> Estamos a ponderar o que fazer.
<GAZE(eco)> Estamos <ANIMATE(pointToOther)> a negogicar o <GAZE(Env)> melhor sítio
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(clicks)> Estamos a ver o que precisamos neste momento.
<GAZE(Env)> Vocês <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> acham que esta foi uma
<GAZE(Eco)> boa escolha? <GLANCE(globalGUI)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Quando passamos de nível conseguimos
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> <GAZE(Env)> perceber o estado dos nossos
indicadores e recursos \pau=200\ já viram?
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> O que é que vocês <GAZE(Eco)> acham?
<GLANCE(globalGUI)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> Recordem-se que neste
<HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> jogo não há papéis \pau=150\ todos <GAZE(Env)>
<ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)> somos responsáveis <HEADNOD(2)> pelo desenvolvimento
desta cidade. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> Apesar de cada um ser responsável
por carregar num botão \pau=170\ não existem <GAZE(Eco)>
<ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> papéis neste jogo \pau=200\ temos sempre que
<HEADNOD(2)> discutir em <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)> conjunto as nossas decisões
<GLANCE(Eco)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <GLANCE(Env)> É importante <HEADNOD(2)> ouvirmos os outros.
<GAZE(clicks)> <GLANCE(Eco)> Jogaram por mim? \pau=200\ está <GLANCE(Env)> bem
<GAZE(clicks)> Vocês são rápidos
<ANIMATE(happy)> O nosso ar parece bastante <GAZE(Env)> puro.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <HEADNOD(3)> Percebo porque fizeste isso.
<GAZE(globalGUI)> Temos população suficiente? <GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)>

<ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)>Perdemos o jogo.
<ANIMATE(sadness)>Esgotámos os nossos recursos naturais e a nossa cidade
tornou-se insustentável. Como podem ver <POINT(globalgui)>, a nossa pontuação
final foi /totalScore/ pontos.
O jogo terminou. Chegámos ao final do nosso mandato, tendo cumprido todos os
nossos objectivos com sucesso, e somando /totalScore/ pontos. \pau=300\ Excelente
equipa!
O jogo terminou, ultrapassámos o tempo dos nossos mandatos.
<ANIMATE(sadness)> Durante os anos em que estivemos aqui fomos evoluindo a
cidade, que cresceu e nunca perdeu a força. A nossa equipa ficou assim com
/totalScore/ pontos. Bom jogo.
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayerLeft)> \pau=500\ Olá /envName/ \pau=500\
<GLANCE(eco)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayerRight)> \pau=500\ e /ecoName/. \pau=500\
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Eu sou o Guiomar, <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)>e vou fazer parte
<GAZE(eco)> da vossa equipa <HEADNOD(2)> neste jogo de Enercities.
<GLANCE(env)> \pau=300\ <ANIMATE(PointPlayerLeft)> /envName/, \pau=100\ vais
jogar como ambientalista, e \pau=100\ /ecoName/\pau=100\ como economista.
<GLANCE(ownGUI)> <ANIMATE(PointToSelf)> \pau=500\ Eu jogarei como
presidente. <GAZE(env)>
<GAZE(throughMap)><ANIMATE(PointToSelf)> Então agora sou eu.
<GAZE(throughMap)><ANIMATE(PointToSelf)> Agora é a minha vez.
<GAZE(throughMap)><ANIMATE(PointToSelf)> Sou eu.
<GAZE(throughMap)> <ANIMATE(PointToSelf)> Ah, sou eu.
<GAZE(throughMap)><ANIMATE(PointToSelf)> Minha vez.
<GAZE(throughMap)> Deixa ver então.
<GAZE(throughMap)> Deixa lá pensar.
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)>
/currentPlayerName/, é a tua vez.<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)>
/currentPlayerName/, podes jogar. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> É a tua
vez, /currentPlayerName/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> És tu,
/currentPlayerRole/. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> É a tua
vez. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> Podes
jogar. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> És tu.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Passámos ao nível \pau=100\ /currentLevel/!
<HEADNOD(2)>
<ANIMATE(happy)> Passámos de nível! <HEADNOD(2)>
<ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Atingímos o nível \pau=100\ /currentLevel/!
<HEADNOD(2)>
<ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> Boa jogada, <HEADNOD(1)>
/currentPlayerName/.
<HEADNOD(1)> Próximo.
<GLANCE(throughmap)><GAZE(clicks)>
<ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> É \pau=5\ isso, <HEADNOD(2)>
/currentPlayerName/.
<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)>Ok. \pau=200\ /structure/. \pau=300\ Vou construir isto.
<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)>Vou fazer assim \pau=100\ /structure/.
<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)> Vou fazer \pau=100\ /structure/.
<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)> Vou por \pau=100\ /structure/.
<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)> Ok. vou construir \pau=200\ /structure/.
<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)> Vou aplicar a politica de /policy/.
<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)> Vou meter esta política. \pau=200\ /policy/.
<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)> Ok.\pau=200\ /policy/. \pau=300\ Vou implementar isto.
<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)> Ok. vou implementar \pau=200\ /policy/.
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<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)> Vou implementar a política de /policy/.
<HEADNOD(1)> Ok. implementaste \pau=100\ /policy/.
<ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> Boa jogada, <HEADNOD(2)>
/currentPlayerName/.
<HEADNOD(2)> Ok.
<GLANCE(throughmap)><GAZE(clicks)>
<ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> É isso, <HEADNOD(2)>
/currentPlayerName/.
<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)> Vou melhorar isto com /upgrade/.
<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)> Vou melhorar /structure/ com /upgrade/.
<GAZE(targetCell)><GLANCE(maygui)>
<GAZE(targetCell)><GLANCE(maygui)>
<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)> Vou aplicar /upgrade/.
<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)> Vou aplicar /upgrade/ em /structure/.
<HIGHLIGHT(targetCell)> Vou fazer /upgrade/.
/upgrade/, <HEADNOD(2)> está bem.
<ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> Boa jogada, <HEADNOD(2)>
/currentPlayerName/.
<HEADNOD(1)> Próximo.
<GLANCE(throughmap)><GAZE(clicks)>
<ANIMATE(PointPlayer/currentPlayerSide/)> É isso, <HEADNOD(2)>
/currentPlayerName/.
<GAZEANDPOINT(EnvGUI)> Devíamos investir no ambiente. <GLANCE(Env)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)>Constrói algo que nos dê espaços
verdes, por exemplo.<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Que tal <POINT(envgui)>construir \pau=50\ um parque para criar
zonas verdes?<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)>Um centro \pau=100\
de negócios seria importante \pau=100\ para a nossa economia.<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(Eco)> Investimos na <POINT(ecogui)> indústria desta
vez?<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Opta, pela que trouxer mais dinheiro!<ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)>
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Podemos construir, algo para <POINT(globalGUI)> a energia.
<GLANCE(Eco)><GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Porque é que \pau=5\ não constróis \pau=10\ algo
\pau=10\ <POINT(globalGUI)>que nos dê energia? <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)>/currentPlayerName/ \pau=50\ Podes
experimentar \pau=50\ fazer \pau=10\ melhorias ! <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> Que tal fazer melhorias?<GAZE(Eco)><GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> Explora as melhorias \pau=50\ e vê o que é
que te parece melhor.<GLANCE(/currentPlayerRole/)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Porque não \pau=50\ <GAZE(Env)> construir umas casas \pau=50\
para podermos passar de nível? <POINT(globalGUI)>
<GLANCE(throughmap)><GAZE(clicks)>
<GLANCE(throughmap)><GAZE(clicks)>
<GLANCE(throughmap)><GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(Env)> Temos de fazer algo para <GAZE(Eco)> passar para o nível seguinte.
<POINT(globalGUI)> <GLANCE(throughmap)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> Escólhe \pau=50\ o que achares mais
importante \pau=50\ para o teu objectivo. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Escólhe o que achas \pau=50\ que precisamos mais.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> Podemos experimentar\pau=50\ aplicar
<HIGHLIGHT(CityHall)> uma política desta vez.<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> Vê\pau=50\ se <HIGHLIGHT(CityHall)>
alguma política nos ajuda. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> Não estamos a colaborar muito.
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(sadness)> Temos de mudar isto. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(mayGUI)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricRevelation)> A nossa pontuação
<ANIMATE(sadness)>podia estar melhor. <GAZE(Eco)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Env)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> Vamos tentar colaborar
<GAZE(Eco)> <HEADNOD(2)> mais para subir a pontuação. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> <HEADNODNEGATIVE(2)> Isto não está muito famoso.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <HEADNOD(2)> Temos uma cidade muito
<ANIMATE(happy)>sustentável. <GAZE(Env)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(throughMap)> <ANIMATE(enthusiasm)> Esta cidade está a
ficar<ANIMATE(happy)> ótima. <GLANCE(Eco)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(globalGUI)> Estamos <HEADNOD(2)> <GAZE(Env)> com uma
boa pontuação. <GLANCE(Eco)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> Eu diria que estamos no bom
caminho. <GLANCE(Env)> <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Experimenta <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)>
<GLANCE(throughMap)> noutro sítio para ver se há mais vantagens. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Vê em qual <ANIMATE(metaphoricScaleUp)>
ganhamos mais. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(/currentPlayerRole/)> Explora <HEADNOD(2)> melhor as opções.
<GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(/currentPlayerRole/)> Explora vários sítios para veres onde fica
melhor. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(targetCell)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> Eu vou \pau=10\ construir uma
<GAZEANDPOINT(targetCell)> \pau=10\ casa \pau=10\ aqui.
<GAZE(mayGUI)> Vou optar por esta <GAZE(targetCell)>construção.
<GAZEANDPOINT(targetCell)> Vou construir \pau=10\ um
<GAZE(targetCell)>estádio \pau=5\ aqui.
<GAZEANDPOINT(targetCell)> Vou \pau=10\ construir um
<GAZE(targetCell)>mercado \pau=10\ aqui.
<GAZEANDPOINT(targetCell)> Vou construir \pau=50\ <GAZE(targetCell)>energia
\pau=10\ aqui.
<GAZEANDPOINT(targetCell)> Vou fazer \pau=50\ aqui \pau=10\ energia
<GAZE(targetCell)> \pau=10\ sustentável.
<GAZEANDPOINT(targetCell)> Vou fazer \pau=10\ aqui <GAZE(targetCell)> \pau=10\
melhorias.
<GAZE(targetCell)> Vou <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> aproveitar \pau=10\ a minha vez
\pau=10\ para fazer <GAZE(targetCell)> \pau=10\ aqui umas melhorias.
<GAZE(mayGUI)> Vou aplicar \pau=10\ <HEADNOD(2)> esta. <GAZE(targetCell)>
<GAZEANDPOINT(mayGUI)> Vou \pau=10\ <HEADNOD(2)> melhorar o bem-estar.
<GAZE(clicks)>
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<GAZE(targetCell)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> Vou fazer <HEADNOD(1)> \pau=10\
aqui energia. <GAZE(targetCell)>
<GAZE(targetCell)> <ANIMATE(pointToSelf)> Eu vou \pau=10\ <HEADNOD(2)>
melhorar esta construção. <GAZE(targetCell)>
<GAZE(targetCell)> Vou melhorar \pau=10\ o bem-estar. <GAZE(targetCell)>
<GAZE(Env)> Agora estou <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicRight)> preocupado
com o <ANIMATE(thinking)> ambiente. <GAZE(clicks)>
<GAZE(Eco)> Eu \pau=10\ <ANIMATE(pointToSelfAndOther)> prefiro apoiar
/artigoDefinidoEco/ ecónomista com \pau=10\ algo.
<GAZEANDPOINT(Env)> Agora vou \pau=10\ apoiar /artigoDefinidoEnv/
ambientalista \pau=10\ nesta jogada.
<GAZEANDPOINT(Env)> Ambientalista, vou tentar ajudar-te.
<GAZE(Eco)> Ecónomista, <ANIMATE(metaphoricDichotomicLeft)> vou tentar fazer
\pau=10\ algo para ti.
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9.2

Appendix 2: Robotic tutor in an individual learning scenario: Multimodal data
collection

Results
With In regards of the task and social engagement, the graphs below show that participants
were generally engaged with the task and the robot (M>4). More specifically, mean values of
questions are shown, such as: "I enjoyed this activity" (M=4.76) and "I would like to continue
this activity" (M=4.57) for task engagement, as well as "I feel the robot was like a partner in
this activity" (M=4.57), and "I wanted to keep helping the robot" (M=4.48) for social
engagement (see Figure 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3).

Figure 3.1. Task engagement questionnaire results
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Figure 3.2. Social engagement questionnaire results

The graph below (Figure 3.3) represents the user attachment with the robot.
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Figure 3.3. Attachment scale questionnaire results
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9.3

Appendix 3: Science talk in a collaborative learning environment

Results
Results were analysed with IBM SPSS Software, version 21. The study results were
extracted from the sessions coded with Elan and transformed into nominal variables in order
to be analysed with SPSS. According to Cohen’s Kappa test, the level of agreement between
the coders was k = .612, p < .05, suggesting a moderate agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977).
This level of agreement can be justified, because many science talk interactions were found
to contain more than one dimension. Thereafter, coders were instructed to choose the most
salient category for each interaction, which could still have led to differences in coding.
Normality assumption was analysed using a Shapiro-Wilk test and data showed a non-normal
distribution (p<.05), so non-parametric tests were used to data analysis.
To analyse if there were differences across conditions a Kruskal-Wallis test was
performed comparing the two study conditions. Statistical results were found for Game rules
[H(1)=4.192, p=0.041] and Hints [H(1)=4.286, p=.038]. The results indicate higher mean
ranks for Game rules (M=20.77) in the condition where the teacher was present during the
collaborative game, comparing with the conditions only with learners (M=13.86). The same
results were found for Hints, where the mean rank in the teacher condition was higher
(M=20.73) when comparing to the learners condition (M=13.89). For the science talk
description across conditions, see Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Science talk across study conditions.

The science talk that emerged between learners and teachers, without considering the
study conditions was also analysed. Therefore, a Kruskal-Wallis test was performed and
statistical differences were found for the following dimensions: Game rules [H(1)=10.375,
p=.001], Confirmation-seeking [H(1)=7.549, p=.006], Game concepts [H(1)=5.525, p=.019]
and Evaluation [H(1)=4.504, p=.034]. For all the identified dimensions, the mean ranks for
the teacher science talk was always higher when comparing to the learners’ science talk for
the following dimensions: Game rules (M=29.80; M = 14.71), Confirmation-seeking
(M=27.90; M=15.05), Game concepts (M=26.30; M=15.34) and Evaluation (M=25.40;
M=15.50). Help-seeking (M=17.25) and Strategy (M=17.25) dimensions were higher
between learners that played the collaborative game without the presence of the teacher, when
comparing with learners that played with the teacher (M=9.55 and M=9.55, for Help-seeking
and Strategy, respectively).
Another observed result regards the game level that was achieved in both study
conditions. By observing the audio and video recordings it can be seen that in the condition
without the teacher, learners were much more worried in attaining the higher game level than
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the ones in the teacher condition. The learners in the teacher condition were more stimulated
by the teacher (e.g., to explore different ways to build a sustainable city). Thus, learners in
this condition perceived passing game levels as a secondary objective during the game play.
9.4

Appendix 4: Evaluating the collaborative model for interaction of an autonomous
robotic tutor

Results
The quantitative data acquired through the questionnaires was analysed with statistical
tests, using the IBM SPSS software version 213. For the qualitative questions, the NVivo
software for Mac was used to help analysing the answers.
Godspeed and Networked Minds questionnaires
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was run to compare the questionnaire data in the
two different conditions.
The results of this test are used to validate the following hypothesis for each measure:
The null hypothesis: H0 - The means between the collaborative condition (C1) and the noncollaborative condition (C2) are equal to one another and therefore the difference between the
two conditions does not have significant impact on the variation of the measure. The
alternative hypothesis: H1 - The null hypothesis is rejected for significance values under .05
(p < .05), which also represents a 95 % of confidence interval. This means that the
differences between the collaborative and non-collaborative condition had impact on the
Godspeed and Networked Minds questionnaires. Figure 1.1 shows the mean results obtained
for all the used measures. This graph reveals how participants perceived NAO robot and how
3

IBM SPSS Software: http://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/
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they evaluate its social presence. Figure 1.2 illustrates the significative results of regarding
the applied measures and the study conditions.

Figure 1.1 Mean values for each of the measures collected during the first approach study.

When looking at Figure 1.2 we can see there was only significant results for the
Perceived Intelligence dimension of the Godspeed questionnaire (p<.05). So, taking into
account the descriptive statistics of Figure 8 a), we can see that participants evaluated NAO
as more intelligent in the non-collaborative condition (M=3.6; SD=.60), when comparing
with the collaborative condition (M=4.2; SD = .60).
Results showed to be significant also in the Mutual Assistance (p<.05) dimension of
the Networked Minds questionnaire. When looking at Figure 8 b), it can be seen that
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participants evaluated NAO as having more mutually assistive behaviour in the collaborative
condition (M=3.7; SD=.60), when comparing with the non-collaborative condition (M=3.2;
SD=.80).

Figure 1.2. a) Perceived Intelligence and b) Mutual Assistance, descriptive tables.

Qualitative data
The software NVivo4 was used to help structure and organize the collected data in
order to find some patterns on the given answers. The following questions were asked in a
written questionnaire.
Q1: What is your opinion regarding the Robot’s performance?
In general players perceived NAO’s suggestion to be game-directed, i.e., towards the current
player and game situation. This was expected, as in this study trade-offs and perspective
taking were not prompt in the included behaviours on the robot, and the robotic behaviour
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were refined after the input from this study. The biggest problem reported was that NAO
would not follow the strategy that players were following, i.e., the players were agreeing to
save some money, but the robot would build a Stadium.
Q2: How old do you think NAO is?
In Condition 1, with an average participant’s age of 23.12, the robot’s average reported age
was 19.4. In Condition 2, the students had an average age of 20.12, and reported NAO to be,
in average, 28.12 years old.
Q3: Did you agree with the plays that NAO chose to play during the game?
The majority of the players agreed with NAO’s game moves (60% in C1, 55% in C2),
although once again they reported the fact that most of the time, although the moves seemed
logically good, they were not in line with what the players were discussing and agreeing on.
Q4: What is your opinion about NAO’s suggestions in your turn?
This question was interpreted in a different way by players in different conditions, as in C2
the robot did not make any suggestions. In that condition, most of the players noticed that,
although they still felt NAO was supporting them by encouraging to play (turn-changing
behaviour). In C1, 44% of the participants found NAO’s suggestions wise, agreed with them,
and considered them helpful to understand the game. 25% thought the robot’s suggestions
satisfactory, but would choose another move to play. The remaining 31% considered NAO’s
suggestions inappropriate or unsatisfactory.
Q5: Did you enjoy playing with NAO?
Only two out of 16 participants did not enjoy playing with NAO, and the most frequent
adjectives to describe the robot were funny and interactive. The negative opinions were based
on comparison with the participant’s wide experience in playing video games.
4

Software NVivo: http://www.qsrinternational.com/products_nvivo.aspx
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Q6: Would you like to see changes on NAO’s behaviour?
The suggestions participants posed for adding up to NAO’s behaviour were all related to
communication skills. They thought NAO could talk about non-game-related subjects, and
wished he could respond when they asked it to. Some participants also referred to the fact
that NAO’s speech sound mechanical, which we attribute to the lack of expressivity in
current text-to-speech systems.
The main difference found in the open-ended questions was that in the collaborative
condition, the participants reported on how the robot was playing and on how affected or not
their own plays, and also about the quality of NAO’s game moves. The non-collaborative
condition reported more on technical issues regarding the robot and the implementation of the
scenario.
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9.5

Appendix 4: Evaluating the robotic tutor interactive capabilities in a collaborative
learning scenario

Measures
Quantitative measures
Demographic Questionnaire
A small demographic questionnaire was delivered before the study started, providing
the representation of the sample studied: gender, age, knowing the colleague with whom is
playing, colleague relationship, and previous experience with robots.
Ten Item Personality Inventory
Before the study started a ten item measure of the Big Five dimensions was applied,
to get a representation of our sample study personality. This questionnaire had a 5-point
Likert scale ranging from 1- “Totally Disagree” to 5- “Totally Agree”. Each sentence started
with “I see myself as...” and then comprising two descriptors (e.g., “Extraverted,
enthusiastic”) (Gosling, Rentfrow, & Swann Jr, 2003). Results regarding this measure is still
ongoing.
Expectation and Satisfaction Scale
An Expectation and Satisfaction scale was constructed taking into account a model
found about this constructs (e.g., Bhattacherjee, & Premkumar, 2004). This way, twelve
sentences were built and adapted to the scenario and evaluated in a 5-point Likert scale. The
Expectation scale was presented before the study started with a scale ranging from 1- “Lower
Expectation” to 5- “High Expectation”, the Satisfaction scale was presented after the study
with a scale ranging from 1-” Totally Disagree” to 5- “Totally Agree”.
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Questionnaires regarding Robot interaction
After the study questionnaires regarding the evaluation of the learners’ interaction
with the robot was applied. The questionnaire was separated in different dimensions:


Interaction with the Robot Questionnaire: this dimension comprised 13 questions
related to the interaction of participants with NAO. Using a 5-point Likert scale,
ranging from 1- “Totally Disagree” to 5- “Totally Agree”.



Relationship and Connection with the Robot Questionnaire: this dimension
comprised relationship questions from 1 to 8, and connection questions from 9 to
12. With a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1- “Totally Disagree” to 5- “Totally
agree”.

These questionnaires were constructed based on literature adaptations (Bryant, 1982;
Schifferstein, & Zwartkruis-Pelgrim, 2008; Waytz, Cacioppo, & Epley, 2010) and had the
objective of understanding the perception of the interaction with NAO by the participants.
Empathy Questionnaire
After the study an Empathy Questionnaire was applied, adapted from Davis
(1983) regarding perspective taking and empathic concern dimensions of empathy. This
questionnaire aimed to explore the empathy that participants felt towards NAO. This
questionnaire consists of 15 items, referring to two empathy dimensions: Perspective Taking
(Questions 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13) and Empathic Concern (Questions 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14
and 15), with a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1- “Totally Disagree” to 5- “Totally Agree”.
Godspeed Questionnaire
After the study a Godspeed Questionnaire (Bartneck, Kulić, Croft, & Zoghbi, 2009)
was applied to measure participants’ perceptions of the robot. All five dimensions of this
questionnaire were measured: Anthropomorphism, Animacy, Likeability, Perceived
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Intelligence and Perceived Safety. Each one had a 5-point Likert scale, with two different
poles, for example ranging from 1- “Machinelike” to 5- “Humanlike”.
Qualitative measure
Qualitative question
After the study a confirmation question was posed. The participants were asked to
respond to: “What is a sustainable city for you?” in order to understand their concept of a
sustainable city.
Interview
After the study ended a brief interview was conducted with both participants together
and a psychologist, to elaborate upon what were their expectations about the activity and
what they felt from the interaction. This data only served to get an idea on how the conditions
were being perceived by the participants.

Results
Normality Assumption
Checking the first assumption for the use of parametric statistical tests, a ShapiroWilk test for normality was run through the data, and a non-normal distribution (p<.05) was
observed, which allowed us only to use non parametric tests.
Statistical Test between Conditions
Empathy Questionnaire Significant Results
Kruskal-Wallis, a non-parametric test, was conducted to ascertain the only significant
correlation found between conditions, for the question: “Sometimes NAO had difficulties in
understanding my point of view” from Empathy questionnaire (Q1 perspective taking).
Kruskal-Wallis test showed there was a statistical significance in the Q1 scores from the
Empathy questionnaire between the two conditions, [H(1)=6.673, p=0.010], with a median
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Q1 score of 3 for the Robot Condition and a median Q1 score 2 for Human Condition. It
appears that answers to Q1 of the Empathy questionnaire were significantly affected by the
conditions. This result is represented by the median scores that in the Human condition were
lower than in the Robot condition, which supports the assumption that participants rated
NAO has having few difficulties in understanding them in the Human Condition.
Godspeed Questionnaire Significant Results
We ran a Kruskal-Wallis test in all the Godspeed dimensions across conditions, and
found a significant result for the dimension of Perceived Safety, specifically for the question
regarding the poles “Quiescent” and “Surprised”, [H(1)= 3.715, p=.05]. The means scores for
these questions differed significantly across both conditions. The respective mean ranks were
higher for the Robot Condition (M=32.17) than for the Human Condition (M=24.27).
Observing the percentages in each score given to this question, we can see that in the
Robot Condition the participants considered NAO more surprised than quiescent than in the
Human Condition. In general, the participants seemed to allocate NAO neither too calm nor
too surprised, but in the middle (see Figure 2.1).
Satisfaction Scale Significant Results
We ran a Kruskal-Wallis test to find if there were significant differences in
satisfaction between conditions, but no significant differences were found. We did not
analyse if there were different expectations across conditions, since this questionnaire was
given before any interaction with the robot or the learning scenario. This way, expectation
results served only for the purposes of comparing with satisfaction after the interaction.
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Figure 2.1. Percentages from Perceived Safety Dimension of question Quiescent- Surprised
from the Godspeed Questionnaire for both conditions.

Expectation and satisfaction scales across conditions
In order to understand if there were significant differences between expectation and
satisfaction scores between the two study conditions, we calculated the difference between
the post-test (satisfaction) and the pre-test (expectations) to get the variance between the
repeated measure applied. After this, we conducted a Kruskal Wallis statistical test to analyse
differences across conditions. We only found a statistical significance result, for Question 6:
“I think NAO will understand my emotions, for example, if I become sad for doing a bad
move” across conditions, [H(1)=4.050, p=0.044]. When looking at the means rank it can be
seen that the mean rank for the Robot Condition is higher (M=32.43) than for the Human
condition (M=23.96). This result shows that participants considered NAO to be able to
understand their emotions more in the Robot Condition comparing with the Human
Condition.
Looking at the percentages in each response given to Question 6, we can see that in
the Robot Condition and in the Human Condition there were higher expectations regarding
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these questions (see Figure 2.1), but regarding the satisfaction of this same question, the
results were higher (more satisfaction) for the Robot Condition (see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.1. Q6 Percentages from the Expectation Scale results for both Conditions.

There were no other statistical significance regarding the conditions of the study,
which might suggest that both conditions were very similar.
Comparison between expectation and satisfaction
Based on the previous results, we analysed the whole data, without differentiating
study conditions. This means the interaction with a robot was analysed to see if there were
statistically significant differences between the scores given in the Expectation scale and the
Satisfaction scale.
Expectation Question 3 - Satisfaction Question 3
Running a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, there a statistically significant difference was found
between Question 3 from the Expectation and Satisfaction scale: “I think NAO would be the
one that plays better” (Z=-2.683, p=.00). This suggests that the presence of the robot elicited
a statistically significant change in the scores of the Satisfaction scale regarding their
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previous Expectation scale. Looking to the Mean Ranks table we can see that 24 participants
rated lower satisfaction compared with their previous expectation scores (M=19.81), 11

Figure 2.3. Q6 Percentages from the Satisfaction Scale results for both Conditions.

participants rated a higher satisfaction compared with their previous expectation scores
(M=14.05), and 21 participants saw no change. The respective medians were 4 for the
Expectation scale and 3.5 for the Satisfaction scale. We can see that the majority of
participants had a higher expectation regarding Question 3 (around 42.9%), and after the
interaction with NAO the majority of participants still rated a higher satisfaction but there
was a significant decrease from the previous expectations (around 30.4%) (See Figure 2.4).
This suggests that fewer participants thought that NAO was the one that played better,
comparing to initial expectations.
Expectation Question 6- Satisfaction Question 6
Running a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, a statistically significant difference was found between
Question 6 from the Expectation and Satisfaction scale: “I think NAO will understand my
emotions, for example if I become sad for doing a bad move” (Z=-1.97, p=.04). This suggests
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that the presence of the robot elicited a statistically significant change in the scores of the
Satisfaction scale regarding their previous Expectation scale.

Figure 2.4. Q3 Percentages from Expectation and Satisfaction scores for Question 3.

Looking at the Mean Ranks table we can see that 23 participants rated lower
satisfaction compared with their initial expectation scores (M=18.76), 12 participants rated a
higher satisfaction compared with their previous expectation scores (M=16.54), and 21
participants saw no change. The respective medians were 3.5 for the Expectation scale and 3
for the Satisfaction scale. For a clearer view of this change we looked at the percentages,
where we can see that the majority of participants had a higher expectation regarding
Question 6 (around 37.5%). After the interaction with NAO the majority of participants
decreased one value in the score, rating more as Neutral (around 26.8%) comparing with the
previous expectations (See Figure 2.5). These results suggest that the expectation of NAO
understanding their emotions decreased after the interaction.
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Figure 2.5. Percentages from Expectation and Satisfaction scores for Question 6.

Expectation Question 9- Satisfaction Question 9
Running a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, a statistically significant difference was found
between Question 9 from the Expectation and Satisfaction scale: “I think NAO will be a good
game companion” (Z=-3.77, p=.00).
This suggests that the presence of the robot elicited a statistically significant change in
the scores of the Satisfaction scale regarding their previous Expectation scale. Looking at the
Mean Ranks table we can see that 4 participants rated lower satisfaction compared with their
previous expectation scores (M=12.50), 24 participants rated a higher satisfaction compared
with their previous expectation scores (M=14.83), and 28 participants saw no change. The
respective medians were 4 for the Expectation scale and 5 for the Satisfaction scale.
For a clearer view of this change we looked at the percentages, where we can see that the
majority of participants had a higher expectation regarding Question 9 (around 41.1%). After
the interaction with NAO the majority of participants increased one value in the score, rating
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an even higher satisfaction (around 55.4%) comparing with the previous expectations (See
Figure 2.6). These results suggest that the expectation of NAO being a good game
companion, increased after the interaction with NAO.

Figure 2.6. Percentages from Expectation and Satisfaction scores for Question 9.

Expectation Question 12- Satisfaction Question 12
Running a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, a statistically significant difference was found
between Question 12 from the Expectation and Satisfaction scale: “I think NAO will have
super human capacities” (Z=-2.38, p=.01).
This suggests that the presence of the robot elicited a statistically significant change in
the scores of the Satisfaction scale regarding their previous Expectation scale. Looking at the
Mean Ranks table we can see that 10 participants rated lower satisfaction compared with their
previous expectation scores (M=15.30), 23 participants rated a higher satisfaction compared
with their previous expectation scores (M=17.74), and 23 participants saw no change. The
respective medians were 2 for the Expectation scale and 3 for the Satisfaction scale.
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For a clearer view of this change we looked at the percentages, where we can see that
the majority of participants had a low expectation regarding Question 12 (around 32.1%).
After the interaction with NAO the majority of participants increased one value in the score,
rating more as neutral (around 39.3%) comparing with the previous expectations (See Figure
2.7). These results suggest that the expectation of NAO having superhuman capacities
increased one value after the interaction with NAO.

Figure 2.7. Percentages from Expectation and Satisfaction scores for Question 12.

Expectation and Satisfaction comparison in robot condition
In this sub-section we explore only the sessions where the Wizard had only
computational perception capabilities (RC) to see if there were significant differences
between the Expectation and Satisfaction scales. We only present the questions with
significant differences.
Expectation Question 9- Satisfaction Question 9
Regarding question 9, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that participants exposed
to the robot condition had a statistically significant difference regarding the expectation and
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the satisfaction of NAO being a good game companion (Z=-2.138, p=.033). This suggests
that NAO in the Robot Condition elicited a statistically significant change in the scores of the
Satisfaction scale regarding their previous Expectation scale. Looking at the Mean Ranks
table we can see that 2 participants rated lower satisfaction compared with their previous
expectation scores (M=5.50), 9 participants rated a higher satisfaction compared with their
previous expectation scores (M=6.11), and 19 participants saw no change. The respective
medians were 4 for the Expectation scale and 5 for the Satisfaction scale.
For a clearer view of this change we looked at the percentages, where we can see that
the majority of participants had a high expectation regarding Question 9 (around 40%). After
the interaction with NAO the majority of participants increased one value in the score, rating
an even higher satisfaction (around 53.3%) comparing with the previous expectations (See
Figure 2.8). These results suggest that the expectation of NAO being a good game
companion, increased one value after the interaction with NAO.
Expectation Question 12- Satisfaction Question 12
Regarding question 12, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that participants exposed
to the robot condition had a statistically significant difference regarding the expectation and
the satisfaction of NAO having superhuman capacities (Z=- 2.17, p=.02). This suggests that
NAO in the Robot Condition elicited a statistically significant change in the scores of the
Satisfaction scale regarding their previous Expectation scale. Looking at the Mean Ranks
table we can see that 5 participants rated lower satisfaction compared with their previous
expectation scores (M=6.50), 12 participants rated a higher satisfaction compared with their
previous expectation scores (M=10.04), and 13 participants saw no change. The respective
medians were 2 for the Expectation scale and 3 for the Satisfaction scale.
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Figure 2.8. Percentages from Expectation and Satisfaction scores for Question 9 in the Robot
Condition.

For a clearer view of this change we looked at the percentages, where we can see that
the majority of participants had a low expectation regarding Question 12 (around 36.7%).
After the interaction with NAO the majority of participants increased one value in the score,
rating as neutral (around 40%) comparing with the previous expectations (See Figure 2.9).
These results suggest that the expectation of NAO having superhuman capacities increased
one value after the interaction with NAO.
Expectation and Satisfaction comparison in human condition
In this sub-section we explore only the sessions where the Wizard had audio and
video access to the interaction, in addition to the computational perception capabilities (HC)
to see if there were significant differences between the Expectation and Satisfaction scales.
We only present the questions with significant differences.
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Figure 2.9. Percentages from Expectation and Satisfaction scores for Question 12 in the
Robot Condition.

Expectation Question 3- Satisfaction Question 3
Regarding question 3, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that participants exposed
to the robot condition had a statistically significant difference regarding the expectation and
the satisfaction of NAO being the one that plays better (Z=-2.45, p=.01). This suggests that
NAO in the Human Condition elicited a statistically significant change in the scores of the
Satisfaction scale regarding their previous Expectation scale. Looking at the Mean Ranks
table we can see that 14 participants rated lower satisfaction compared with their previous
expectation scores (M=9.11), 3 participants rated a higher satisfaction compared with their
previous expectation scores (M=8.50), and 9 participants saw no change. The respective
medians were 4.5 for the Expectation scale and 3 for the Satisfaction scale.
For a clearer view of this change we looked at the percentages, where we can see that
the majority of participants had a very high expectation regarding Question 3 (around 50%).
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After the interaction with NAO the majority of participants was distributed across very high
satisfaction, but still with a one value decrease from the previous expectation (around 26.9%),
or a decrease in two score values, rated as neutral (around 26.9%) or rated as low satisfaction
(around 26.9%) comparing with the previous expectations (See Figure 2.10). These results
suggest that the expectation of NAO being the one that plays better, decreased after the
interaction with NAO. This can be due to the fact that NAO’s behaviour was conceived as a
tutor-companion, something that is different from the experience that we have with AI (e.g., a
lot of games have super intelligent AI’s that always beats humans). This result can be linked
with the amount of expectations that participants had before being exposed. The fact that in
the human condition participants’ had very high expectations regarding this, could have an
effect on the decrease of satisfaction regarding the same question.

Figure 2.10. Percentages from Expectation and Satisfaction scores for Question 3 in the
Human Condition.
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Expectation Question 6- Satisfaction Question 6
Regarding question 6, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that participants exposed
to the human condition had a statistically significant difference regarding the expectation and
the satisfaction of NAO being able to understand their emotions (Z=-2.86, p=.004). This
suggests that NAO in the Human Condition elicited a statistically significant change in the
scores of the Satisfaction scale regarding their previous Expectation scale. Looking at the
Mean Ranks table we can see that 14 participants rated lower satisfaction compared with their
previous expectation scores (M=9.64), 3 participants rated a higher satisfaction compared
with their previous expectation scores (M=6.00), and 9 participants saw no change. The
respective medians were 4 for the Expectation scale and 3 for the Satisfaction scale.
For a clearer view of this change we looked at the percentages, where we can see that
the majority of participants had a high expectation regarding Question 6 (around 42.3%).
After the interaction with NAO the majority of participants decreased one value, rating as
neutral (around 26.9%) comparing with the previous expectations (See Figure 2.11). This
suggests that the expectation towards NAO being able to understand their emotions decreased
after the interaction with NAO. The fact that in the human condition participants had high
expectations regarding NAO being able to read their emotions could have an effect on the
decrease of satisfaction regarding the same question.
Expectation Question 9- Satisfaction Question 9
Regarding question 9, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that participants exposed
to the robot condition had a statistically significant difference regarding the expectation and
the satisfaction of NAO being a good game companion (Z=-3.11, p=.002). Which suggests
that NAO in the Human Condition elicited a statistically significant change in the scores of
the Satisfaction scale regarding their previous Expectation scale. Looking at the Mean Ranks
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Figure 2.11. Percentages from Expectation and Satisfaction scores for Question 6 in the
Human Condition.

table we can see that 2 participants rated lower satisfaction compared with their previous
expectation scores (M=7.50), 15 participants rated a higher satisfaction compared with their
previous expectation scores (M=9.20), and 9 participants saw no change. The respective
medians were 4 for the Expectation scale and 5 for the Satisfaction scale.
For a clearer view of this change we looked at the percentages, where we can see that
the majority of participants had a high expectation regarding Question 9 (around 42.3%).
After the interaction with NAO the majority of participants increased one value, showing
very high satisfaction (around 57.7%) comparing with the previous expectations (See Figure
2.12). These results suggest that the expectation of NAO being a good game companion
increased even more after the interaction with NAO. This means that after the game play,
participants considered NAO a better game companion than they expected.
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Figure 2.12. Percentages from Expectation and Satisfaction scores for Question 9 in the
Human Condition.
Descriptive Statistics
Below are the descriptive statistics of the whole sample, without differentiating
between conditions, regarding the other Questionnaires applied in the study.
Robot Interaction
In this questionnaire it can be seen that all the questions regarding NAO behaviour
and realism had the higher scores, for example Question 5 “I think the way NAO speak was
realistic” and Question 6 “I think the way NAO moved and the gestures it made, were
realistic”, for example. Calling attention for Question 7 and 8, regarding this task being more
fun and with better learning achievements if it was done with a teacher, participants rated
lower scores. Question 12 and 13 also show that participants valued NAO’s role in the task,
rating higher scores for liking NAO’s opinions during the game and agreeing with them (see
Figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.13. Mode for the Robot Interaction Questionnaire.

Robot Relation
In this questionnaire the prevalence of the scores is for Questions 1, 7 and 8,
regarding the wish of playing with NAO again, feeling of belonging to the same team and
feeling that NAO was kind. This suggests that the relationship with NAO was felt in this
context for the game task. This was also corroborated by Question 5 where participants rated
low scores, suggesting that they felt NAO as a team member and not just worried with its
own score. Overall it seems NAO was felt as a team member and partner (see Figure 2.14).

Figure 2.14. Mode for Robot Relation Questionnaire.
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Robot Connection
In this questionnaire participants seem to suggest that they felt a connection towards
NAO, specifically regarding Question 11 “NAO’s presence was indifferent to me”, were
lower scores seem to agree with the other results, reinforcing this connection (see Figure
2.15).

Figure 2.15. Mode for Robot Connection Questionnaire.

Empathy
In this questionnaire, participants seem to have felt that NAO could understand their
perspectives even when they were different, based on Questions 3 “ Before NAO making a
decision, he tried to put itself in my position when there were disagreement” and 5
“Sometimes NAO tried to understand me, imagining how the situation was in my
perspective”. This is also corroborated by answers to Question 7, suggesting that NAO paid
attention to the participants’ arguments. And this is also seen in Questions 9, 11 and 13.
Participants’ scores also seem to suggest that they felt protected by NAO when they were in
disadvantage. It seems participants did not feel that NAO did not care for them as is seen in
the mode for Questions 4, 8 and 10 (see Figure 2.16).
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Figure 2.16. Mode for Empathy Questionnaire.

Godspeed Questionnaire
Anthropomorphism
In this dimension of the questionnaire it can be seen that participants rated NAO as
more Natural and Conscious for them. They also rated NAO as being in between Machinelike
and Humanlike and the same for Artificial and Lifelike. Only regarding NAO’s movements
participants rate it as more rigid (see Figure 2.17).

Figure 2.17. Mode for Anthropomorphism dimension of Godspeed Questionnaire.
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Animacy
In this dimension of the questionnaire it can be seen that participants rated NAO more
as alive and lively, lifelike, interactive and responsive, only giving a lower score and finding
it more mechanical regarding its animacy (see Figure 2.18).

Figure 2.18. Mode for Animacy dimension of Godspeed Questionnaire.

Likeability
In this dimension of the questionnaire participants only rated higher scores,
suggesting that they saw NAO as more likeable, friendly, kind, pleasant and nice (see Figure
2.19).
Perceived Intelligence
In this dimension of the questionnaire participants also rated only higher scores,
showing that they felt NAO as competent, knowledgeable, responsible, sensible and with one
value higher they felt NAO to be intelligent (see Figure 2.30).
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Figure 2.19. Mode for Likeability dimension of Godspeed Questionnaire.

Figure 2.30. Mode for Perceived Intelligence dimension of Godspeed Questionnaire.

Perceived Safety
In this dimension of the questionnaire participants felt that NAO was relaxed, calm
and in between quiescent and surprised (see Figure 2.31).
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Figure 2.31. Mode for Perceived Safety dimension of Godspeed Questionnaire.

Qualitative Data
In the interview participants shared their perspectives on playing with NAO, allowing
for an idea on how the two conditions were being perceived by them. Overall across
conditions, participants shared a mutual perspective of NAO being more humanlike than
machinelike, but they felt its gestures were more artificial because of the noise its servos
made. Regarding NAO’s age participants felt it was older than them, but not so much as their
teacher. Regarding its gender they shared mostly that it was a girl because of the voice, for
example or that it was a boy because of the lack of hair. Also in both conditions, all
participants showed a belief that NAO was being autonomous. A more detailed analysis is
ongoing.
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